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CAROL & HAL LEHMAN

rold "Hal" Lehman, BC '56, was an
utstanding athlete both on and off the
field. During his senior year, he received
the first Harrisonburg-Rockingham County Junior
Chamber of Commerce cportsmanship Award,
which was given based on outstanding sportsman
ship in and out of the athletic arena. Although the
award hasn't been given for many years, Hal's ap
preciation for BC, his love for athletics and his wish
to recognize BC students for outstanding sportsman
ship have continued.
In the spring of 2006, Hal celebrated his 50th re
union. In honor of that event, he and his wife, Carol,
donated real estate to re-establish the Bridgewater

College cports Award. Part of that gift was used to
purchase a Charitable Gift Annuity (CGA) that will
benefit both of them for their lifetimes. "My goal was
to do something meaningful for the College that did
so much for me," Lehman said. "Working with the
College, it became evident that a CGA would be the
best option for our particular lifestyle. The income
is most favorable and we were able to take a highly
appreda ted asset out of our estate."
With Bridgewater College as the ultimate
beneficiary, the Lehmans' gift has re-€stablished the
Sportsmanship Award for athletes who, like Hal,
continue to exemplify good sportsmanship. We are
grateful to Carol and Hal for this legacy.
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Ways and Means

Some 99 percent of Bridgewater students receive financial aid,
whether scholarships, grants, loans or work-study posItlons.
Considering the price tag of a college education in the 21st
century, financial aid is almost a must. Karen Doss Bowman,
'91, takes an in-depth look at the money side of getting an
education at Bridgewater- and how financial aid can make all
the difference in the world.

To Hell and Back

In 1942, 19-year-old Hobert Bodkin gave up the tranquil
expanses of the Bridgewater College campus for the hell of
combat in the Pacific. Years later, tortured by his wartime
experiences, this former U.S. Marine and 1949 BC graduate
began to exorcise the demons in the only way left open to him
- by talking about it. Charles Culbertson details some of Bodkin's
WWII experiences, and explains why he's definitely part of 'The
Greatest Generation."

I

The Wardo Quintet Rides Again

Anyone who was anywhere near Bridgewater College in 1956
heard, or knows of, the Wardo Quintet- five guys from Wardo
Hall who made a name for themselves as traveling troubadours
for the College. Fifty years after the group graduated and went
on to other lives, they reunited for a sentimental journey to the
villages and communities they performed in as youths, and
found they still had the old pizzazz. Kermon Thomasson, ' 58,
shares the story of the quintet's return to glory.

Books That Made A Difference

Ahhh, books. They make for a great way to pass time, but they
can also have a sizeable impact on the people reading them.
Six Bridgewater College faculty and staff members talk about the
books that have, in one way or another, made a difference in
their lives.

BridgewaterCollege, Bridgewater.VA 22812, foralumni, parents, fac
ulty, staff and Friends ofthe College. Br1dgewaterCollege is a mem
berofthe Council for AdvancementandSupportfor Education. Peri
odic, I postage paid at Bridgewater, Virginia, and additional offices.
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BC Announces New
Vice President and
Dean

B

ridgewater College President Phillip C. Stone
announced that Dr. Carol Scheppard, an associate
professor of philosophy and religion, has been
appointed to the position of vice president and dean for
academic affairs, effective July 1.
Scheppard succeeds Dr. Arthur C. Hessler, who
earlier this year announced his retirement on June 30.

Dr Carol Scheppard

Photo byKellyStarke. '07

"Dr. Scheppard not only had the enthusiastic
endorsement of the search committee, but also strong
support from the faculty and the other vice presidents,"
said Stone. "Because of my own high regard for Carol, I
am personally delighted to have her become the College's
chief academic officer. I know she will be a great
colleague."

Scheppard grew up in T homaston, Ct., and majored in anthropology and minored in history at
Wesleyan University. After graduation, she spent 10 years as a teacher and administrator at Landmark
School in Prides Crossing, Ma., and Landmark College in Putney, Vt., schools with curricula designed
specifically for students with dyslexia.
In 1989, Scheppard earned a masters of divinity degree from Princeton Theological Seminary before
moving on to doctoral work at the University of Pennsylvania. During her doctoral studies, Scheppard was
awarded several fellowships, including the School of Arts and Sciences Dissertation Fellowship and the
Pennfield Scholarship in Diplomacy, International Affairs and Belles Lettres.
Scheppard joined the department of philosophy and religion at Bridgewater College in 1998, teach
ing such courses as History of the Christian Church, Medieval Women's Spirituality, History of Biblical
Interpretation and Biblical Themes in Literature.
Her areas of research include early medieval Celtic Christianity, medieval monasticism, late antique
and medieval exegesis and an eighth century commentary on the Psalms titled "Eclogae Tractatorum in
Psalterium."
She was the 2002 recipient of the Ben and Janice Wade Outstanding Teaching Award.
Scheppard is a member of the board of trustees for Bethany Theological Seminary and is the cur
rent chair of the seminary's presidential search committee. An active member of Lebanon Church of the
Brethren in Mt. Sidney, Va., she chairs its church board. She also is a councilwoman for the Town of Mt.
Crawford and vice chair for the Harrisonburg-Rockingham County Municipal Planning Organization.
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across the mall

Bruner
Addresses Scott
Symposium
In March, James Russell Bruner,
president and chief executive officer of
Maersk Inc. and executive vice president
of A.P. Moller-Maersk, was the keynote
speaker for the Scott Symposium on
Business Ethics. His topic, "Staying on
Course - the Importance of a Well-De
veloped Moral Compass," focused on
understanding the vital importance of
ethics, values and beliefs in business.
"It will serve you well," he told
a nearly full house in Cole Hall on
March 21.
Additionally, Bruner outlined how
the United States has changed from a
basically self-sustaining nation to one
that is a "net importing country." The
business landscape has altered so dra
Bruner speaks at theScott Symposium in March PhotobyTomITTfThcmpson
matically, he said, that the U.S. cannot
and never will be able to compete with
the lower cost of producing goods in China, and that "overall, we're not the leader, anymore."
"We invented the iPod," he said, "but we don't manufacture it."
The solutions, noted Bruner, include reinventing strengths in such areas as research and development, sales
and marketing and supply chain management.
"We've got to make sure the students we turn out can compete globally," said Bruner.
Bruner, who attended Bridgewater College in 1977, also addressed the local business community at BC's
Business Campaign celebration breakfast and spoke to a business class.
Bruner joined Maersk Inc. in September 1989 and worked his way up through the ranks, holding posi
tions as director of Maersk Container Service Co. Inc., vice president of the lntermodal Department and vice
president of the Latin America Services before relocating to Brazil and serving as president of Maersk South
America Ltd.
In June 2001, Bruner became senior vice president of Maersk Inc., and was responsible for managing the
company's liner services to and from North, Central and South America, as well as the Caribbean. In September
2004, Bruner assumed the position of president and CEO of Maersk Inc., and two years later was named to his
current position.
The Scott Symposium on Business Ethics is named in honor of former vice president for institutional
advancement, Charles H. Scott, '65, and his father, the late Harvey H. Scott, '35, who served on the College's
Board of Trustees for more than 30 years. The symposium was developed to provide training for Bridgewater
College students who are emerging leaders and future participants in the workplace.
The goal of the symposium is to foster and encourage a strong foundation of morals and ethics so students
may integrate into a diverse world and face challenges easily. ◄ CC
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► ► ► across the mall

Arthur Hessler

Jamie Frueh

Leroy Wi/lJ(]ms

Photos byTommyThcmpson

Five Honored at Founder's Day Ceremony

Michael Oakes

Bridgewater College celebrated the anniversary of its founding in an April 3 ceremony that
saw the presentation of awards to two BC professors, two students and a retiring vice president.
Dr. Arthur C. Hessler of Bridgewater, Va., vice president for academic affairs and dean of the
College, who is retiring on June 30, received an honorary doctor of science, honoris causa degree.
Two faculty members from Harrisonburg, Va., were recognized for excellence in teaching.
Dr. Jamie Frueh, associate professor of history and political science, received the Ben and Jan
ice Wade Outstanding Teaching Award, and Dr. Leroy Williams, associate professor of computer
science, received the Martha B. Thornton Faculty Recognition Award.
Two seniors, Rachel Eller of Staunton, Va., and Michael Oakes of Gretna, Va., received Out
standing Leadership Awards.
Founder's Day at Bridgewater College honors Daniel Christian F lory who, at the age of 26,
began a new school at Spring Creek, Va., "to aid young men and women to secure a good, practical
education and fit them for a higher sphere of usefulness." T he school opened in 1880 with six stu
dents - five men and one woman - and then moved to Bridgewater in 1882. It became Bridgewater
College in 1889.
The observance of Founder's Day began in 1920 as a commemoration of Flory's birth on
April 3, 1854. ◄ CC

Rachel Eller

GEICO Chief Delivers Commencement Address

0/za M "Tony" Nicely
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Olza M. "Tony" Nicely, chairman, president and chief executive officer for GEICO, de
livered Bridgewater College's 2007 commencement address on May 13. Nicely, who attended
BC from 1960 to 1961, spoke about "Family and Ethics: Foundations for Success."
Nicely told the graduates: "Your integrity and reputation are your most valuable assets.
You can afford to lose money on honest mistakes, but you simply cannot afford to lose one
scintilla of your reputations." He added that moral and ethical behavior does not guarantee
success, but that "it forms a strong foundation for any successful endeavor."
Retiring biology professor Dr. L. Michael Hill, the Harry G.M. Jopson Professor of Biol
ogy, delivered the baccalaureate service message in Nininger Hall. The topic of his address was
"What It Is Not All About."
Approximately 300 seniors received degrees at the commencement exercises. ◄ CC

►► across the mall
College Inaugurates Alumni Day of Sharing
On March 3, the College launched its first Alumni Day of Sharing -the
original idea for which was provided by Kathy Wright, '81, president of the
BC Alumni Association. Alumni, students and friends of the College gathered
to provide valuable assistance to charitable agencies and to build goodwill by
representing the College in various communities.
The Office of Alumni Relations and BCAA board members contacted
agencies that had opportunities for volunteer work on March 3. The list of
agencies was posted on the Bridgewater College Web site at www.bridgewater.
edu/alumni-service, and volunteers contacted the agencies directly and made
arrangements to help them. Alumni were encouraged to contact some of their
alumni friends to volunteer as a group, and BC students were also encouraged
to participate.
Organizations that alumni and students were asked to help included the
United Way, soup kitchens, food pantries, the Salvation Army, thrift stores,
departments of parks and recreation and churches.
Examples of people who participated in the first Alumni Day of Sharing
include:

Sara Rader McGure, A/tee Tom/Jnson Cnm, Mrs. Jean Arnngton,
Jan MJ/lehan, and Wendy Anderson Bryant.

• Wallace T hompson, '60, Clyde Carter, '56, and BC friend Norman Harsh
participated in Project WARM in Salem, Va. The project provides firewood
to needy people who use it as a primary or secondary heat source.
• Matt Barnhart, '03, and BCAA board member Justin Pruett, '05, b ag ged
lunches and helped prepare food for the homeless at the Harrisonburg
Baptist Church, as part of its Bag Lunch Program.
• Megan Orndorff, '03, gathered a group of alumni and friends for volunteer
work at the Charlottesville Salvation Army.
• BCAA board member Randy Gehr, '72, volunteered at the Harrisonburg
United Way, which was preparing for office renovations. He helped move
furniture, strip wallpaper, and prep for painting.
• Krista Kerns Shonk, '98, also a BCAA board member, and her husband
Nathan Shonk, '99, volunteered at the Transitional Housing BARN in
Manassas, Va. BARN is a secular not-for-profit organization that provides
housing and access to supportive services and programs for homeless
women and their dependent children.

Wendy Anderson Bryant's daughter, Emma, gets a hug from
Mrs. Mabel French.
Phct:os coortesy cf Sara RaderMcOure

• Sara Rader McClure, '85, organized a group of BC alumni and friends to visit some of the elderly ladies in
their community. In addition to McClure, the group included Wendy Anderson Bryant, '85, and her threeyear-old daughter, Emma; Alice Tomlinson Grim, '82; and Jan Millehan, '83.
Still other alumni asked if they could participate, but do it on a day other than March 3. Beverly Wampler
Lineweaver, '57, for example, participated March 16 at the Montgomery Extension Program.
BC is looking to continue the Alumni Day of Sharing in the future, and encourages all alumni, students and
friends to join in the good work. Those interested should contact the BC Office of Alumni Relations at
(540) 828-5451, or send an e-mail to alumnews@bridgewater.edu. ◄ CC

ass of 2011 will move
Aug. 31. As we have for the
mni will provide a warm wele power as "'Eagles 'We-Haul."

Join us in this service project from 8 a.m. until noon
as we help new students and their parents get all
their "stuff" into the residence halls and stay for a
FREE lunch. FREE t-shirts for the first 50 volun-

teers. Meet at Bowman Hall. If you are interested in
helping with the freshman move in, contactthe Of
fice of Alumni Relations at 540-828-5451 or e-mail
alumnews@bridgewater.edu.
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► ► ► across the mall
Hill and Swank Retire
Biology professors L. Michael Hill and Sarah E. Swank retired at the end of the
2006-07 academic year, bringing to a close a combined period of service of 60 years.
Resolutions honoring the exemplary service of Hill and Swank were presented
by the BC Board of Trustees at its April meeting, and the BC Office of Alumni Rela
tions is seeking to recognize them further by soliciting memories from colleagues,
current or former students and friends.
Wendell Esbenshade, director of alumni relations, said his office plans to pres
ent a "book of letters" - one to Hill, one to Swank - in which people whose lives,
careers or educations have been affected by the professors can share memories.
These recognitions and thanks, he said, should be created on individual 8.5- by 11inch pages, and mailed, flat, individually.
Pages for the book of letters can be sent to the Office of Alumni Relations, 402
E. College St., College Box 40, Bridgewater, VA, 22812. Or, submissions may be e
mailed to alumnews@bridgewater.edu. Deadline for submissions is Aug. 1, 2007.
Esbenshade also noted that alumni are invited to make special gifts in honor
of Hill and Swank, and that all such contributions will be used for special projects
within the biology department.
"You can enclose your gift with your
letter, if you want to make a donation," he
said.
For further information, contact the
Office of Alumni Relations toll-free at
(800) 476-4289, ext. 5451.

◄

CC

Photos courte91 of Hill and Swank

Lincoln Symposium Hosts William C. Davis
Civil War historian and author William C. Davis served as the keynote speaker for the third
annual symposium of The Lincoln Society of Virginia at Bridgewater College on May 3. Davis'
address focused on how Abraham Lincoln managed to motivate unprecedented numbers of young
men into enlisting to save the Union, and how he kept them coming and reenlisting after years of
war and its growing unpopularity.
Davis has written/edited more than 40 books, was the on-camera senior consultant for 52
episodes of the A&E Network/History Channel series, "Civil War Journal," and has twice been
nominated for the Pulitzer Prize in history.
Bridgewater College president and Lincoln scholar Phillip C. Stone founded The Lincoln Society of Virginia in 2004 to commemorate and disseminate information about
Lincoln family connections in the Shenandoah Valley, to protect and preserve Lincoln
landmarks in the Shenandoah Valley - including Lincoln homes and the Lincoln
cemetery - and to interpret the 16th president, his life, work and legacy, particu
larly in Virginia. ◄ CC
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►► across the mall

Jarret Smith Snags New Professional Award
Jarret L. Smith, assistant director of admissions at Bridgewater College, has received
the New Professional Award from the Virginia Association of College Registrars and Ad
missions Officers (VACRAO).
Smith, a 2003 graduate of Bridgewater College, also was elected VACRAO's vice
president of development.
The New Professional Award is presented to registrar and admissions professionals
with one to five years experience who have exhibited professionalism and expertise in
their fields.
According to VACRAO, Smith was selected because of his "interest and significant
contributions" to the organization, as well as his potential for leadership. ◄ CC
Jarret L. Smith

Fhoto by Charles Culbertsoo
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► ► ► across the mall
Political Papers Donated to BC
More than 1,000 personal political documents - including letters, campaign materials and photographs have been donated to Bridgewater College by former Virginia Del. Phoebe May Orebaugh, who represented the
27th District as a Republican in the Virginia House of Delegates from 1983 to 1985, and from 1988 to 1991.
Orebaugh is a 1955 graduate of Bridgewater College.
The documents, which will be preserved in Special Collections in the Alexander Mack Memorial
Library, trace Orebaugh's career from her first campaign in 1982 through her final term in the House,
which ended Sept. 30, 1991.
Dale Harter, Bridgewater College's archivist and curator of the Reuel B. Pritchett Museum, said
Orebaugh's papers provide an invaluable portrait of the political process in Virginia at the time of her
service, from how bills became law to how campaigns were conducted.
"To the best of my knowledge, there's never been a concerted effort to collect and preserve the
papers of current or former Virginia House delegates," Harter said. "That's one of the reasons why the
Orebaugh collection is so important. They not only highlight the political career of a Bridgewater Col
lege alumna, but provide a seldom-seen look at life on the local political level."
The Orebaugh documents include personal letters, campaign literature, memorabilia about her po
litical opponents, a series of radio commentaries, news clippings, political calendars, detailed informa
Phoebe Orebaugh
tion on bills Orebaugh sponsored and their progress through the political landscape, photographs, note
Coortesy cf Spedal Collections.Alexander Mack
library
cards for speeches - even campaign buttons.
"Mrs. Orebaugh sponsored a number of important bills, including one to legalize the medical use
of heroin for terminally ill, pain-stricken patients, a bill to raise the penalty for organizing dog fights from a mis
demeanor to a felony, and a bill that required the state to draw up annual plans for child care," Harter said. "To
be able to trace the evolution of these bills through her personal papers is of enormous importance to current
and future researchers."
Harter said he wants the Orebaugh papers to serve as a building block for future political collections at
Bridgewater College. ◄ CC

BC Hosts Federal Reserve Governor
Bridgewater College was the center of national media attention April 10 when Frederic Mishkin, a governor
on the Federal Reserve Board, spoke in Cole Hall as part of the College's Convocation Series.
News agencies including Reuters, Forbes, Bloomberg News, CNNMoney, Barron's, MSNBC, Market News
International and National Public Radio carried stories about Mishkin, who told the audience of faculty, staff
and students that the Fed has effectively anchored U.S. inflation by taking policy actions that have kept price
rises low and stable.
"In recent years," Mishkin said, "the Federal Reserve has been quite successful in maintaining a nominal
anchor. Not only has the inflation rate remained within a reasonably narrow range, but inflation expectations, as
measured by the spreads between inflation-indexed and non-inflation-indexed Treasury securities and by surveys
of professional forecasters and the general public, have also been well anchored."
Responding to questions from the audience, Mishkin said he was uncomfortable with current levels of price
inflation. If they don't ease, he noted, the Fed might have to take action. ◄ CC

The Office of Alumni Relations needs your help.
To better serve you, we would like you to take a

few minutes to complete a survey about what type
of events, programs and services you would like to
see us provide to BC alumni. This survey can be
completed online at: www.bridgewater.edu/alumni-
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survey. Or, for a printed version of the survey, call
us at (540) 828-5451, or email alumnews@bridge
water.edu. As a bonus, if you complete this survey,
we'll send you a thank-you gift as a small token of
our appreciation.

►►

across the mall

New Leadership for the Bridgewater Fund
By Kathleen Pantaleo
This past fall, Richard Vallaster III, '99, was elected national chairman of the Bridgewater Fund
Steering Committee, along with Matthew Smith, '89, as vice chairman. Outgoing Chairman, Richard A.
Claybrook Jr., '74, handed over the reins in September.
"Rich is a great choice and extremely effective as a leader," says Claybrook.
Vallaster, who received his degree in communications and sociology, resides in Frederick, Md., with
his wife, Jodi, where he is active as chairman of the city's annual street festival, vice president of Cultural
Events for Educating Frederick, and was named the 2004 Outstanding Young Marylander. He is co-found
er and principal partner of Creosote Affects LLC, an award-winning marketing firm.
Smith, who majored in business and minored in economics at BC,
now serves as the steering committee's vice chairman and will succeed
Vallaster in 2008-2009. He lives in Midland, Va., where he works in his
family's business, Smith-Midland, as sales manager. He also serves as chair
man of the Fauquier County Transportation Committee, vice-president
of the Southern Fauquier Business Owners Association and is an active
member of the Midland Church of the Brethren.
Other committee members for this year are: Erik Kloster, '83, Shari
Huffm an Payne, '93, Michael Smith, '03, Jeff Heppard, '74, Ron Hottle,
'70, William Aiken Jr., '62, Charles Snyder, '47 and Kathy Wright, '81.
Current members of the Bridgewater Fund Steering Committee,
Steering committee members serve a two-year term and participate in
FROM LEFT: Charles Snyder '47 Enk Kloster '83, Rick Claybrook 74.
volunteer activities that further the goals and objectives of the Bridgewater
Shari Huffman Payne '93. William Aken Jr,, '62, Rich Va/laster '99, Mat
Fund, such as writing letters, making phone calls and providing input to
thew Smith '89,JeffHeppard 74, Michael Smith 'OJ, KathyWnght '87,
Bridgewater Fund staff that improves alumni communication.
Photo by Kathleen Pantaleo
As the fund grows in importance to the College's overall fiscal
strength, more committee members will be recruited to ensure that the fund succeeds in meeting its annual
goals. This year's dollar goal is $700,000, a six percent increase over last year's successful efforts. The
alumni participation goal is 28 percent, a two percent increase over last year.
"This successful trend means it's an exciting time to be a part of this committee," observes Vallaster.
"We also genuinely enjoy getting together on campus as alumni and discussing the future of our alma
mater."
Bridgewater Fund Steering Committee members are proud of their 100 percent participation for an
nual giving each year. They invite you to join them in making your own annual gift to the fund by visiting
www.bridgewater.edu and clicking on "Give to BC." There you will find a "Click and Pledge" button that
will guide you through the process of making your annual gift online.

BC Teams Up for Research Project
Bridgewater College has joined forces with James Madison University and Eastern Mennonite Uni
versity to pursue a special research project that will give 12 students an opportunity to intensively research
molecular biology.
The project, which began in May, provides a platform from which to study genetics, cell tissues, or
ganisms and ecosystems. The goal is for each student to develop independence as a researcher by conduct
ing his or her own research, thereby gaining laboratory skills, being exposed to primary scientific literature
and participating in scientific presentations and discussions. ◄ CC
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► ► ► across the mall

Joseph M Mason

Alphadme E Martin

Franklin E Huffman

CindyPearson Ferek

Aaron M. Garber

N. PaigeWJ/1

Alumni Weekend Fetes Six
Six Bridgewater College alumni were honored as part of the College's annual Alumni Weekend celebration on April 20 and 21.
Dr. Alphadine E. Martin, '50, of Navarre Beach, Fla., and Dr. Joseph M. Mason, '45, of North Manchester, Ind., received the
2007 Ripples Society Medals at the annual banquet of the Ripples Society. The Ripples Society comprises alumni whose classes gradu
ated from the College 50 or more years ago, and the class of 1957 was inducted into the Society on Friday evening.
During the Alumni Banquet on Saturday evening, Dr. Franklin E. Huffman, '55, of Washington, DC, received the 2007 Distin
guished Alumnus Award. Cindy Pearson Ferek, '96, of Broadway, Va., and Aaron M. Garber, '95, of Roanoke, Va., received 2007
Young Alumnus Awards.
N. Paige Will, '55, of Dayton, Va., received the West-Whitelow Award for Humanitarian Service. The West-Whitelow Award was
established in 2002 to recognize exceptional humanitarian service as demonstrated by Naomi Miller West, '29, and Carlyle Whitelow,
'59, who received the first awards in 2003.
The 2007 Alumni Weekend also included campus tours, a juried student art show in the Cleo Driver Miller Art Gallery, an exhibit
about the presidency of the United States in the Reuel B. Pritchett Museum, seminars and a special tea hosted by the children of the
late Dr. Raymond N. Andes, '40, and his wife, Virg inia. ◄ CC

Students Snag SHRM
Chapter
Representatives of the national and
regional offices of the Society of Human
Resource Management (SHRM) conveyed of
ficial chapter status to students at Bridgewater
College and installed the first slate of officers
Members of Bndgewater's official chapter of the Society for Human Resource Management take a break
in a ceremony held March 22 on the college's
with President Phillip Stone following the March 22 swearing-in ceremony From left are Marissa Baker,
campus.
president; BettyHoge, facultyadv1s er; Keith Endicott, vice president; StEVen Young, treasurer; and Angela
The Bridgewater College student chapter
Franceschi, secretary Photo by Charles Culbertson
of SHRM will now become officially linked
to the world's largest association devoted to human resource management. Representing more than
210,000 individual members, the Society's mission is to serve the needs of human resources professionals
by providing the most essential and comprehensive resources available and to advance the human resource
profession.
Benefits of BC's student chapter affiliation with SHRM include access to information sources, net
working opportunities, eligibility for scholarships and enhanced employment opportunities.
"The chartering of a student chapter of SHRM on Bridgewater College's campus is, first, a testament
to the hard work of a handful of dedicated students who had a desire to supplement their classroom edu
cation with real-world knowledge and hands-on experience, and who demonstrated leadership in pursuing
this professional affiliation," said Betty Ho ge, assistant professor of business administration.
"For them and those students who follow them," she continued, "BC SHRM will provide many mutu
ally beneficial interactions with practitioners in their chosen profession." ◄ CC
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►► across the mall

Meet the Trustees

by Karen Doss Bowman, '91

JAMES WILKERSON

J

ames Lee Wilkerson's career training began as soon as he was
big enough to toddle around in his father's shop on Saturday
mornings. In 1947, the elder Wilkerson founded the Wilkerson

Company Inc., an automotive distribution and repair business in

Crewe, Va. Twelve years later, the company focused solely on the
distribution and retreading of auto and truck tires until the mid1960s, when the business focus narrowed further to sell and retread
aircraft tires.
Today, the family-owned company is one of four licensed,
high-speed aircraft tire retreaders in the United States. According
to Wilkerson, the company distributes new Goodyear and Dunlop
aircraft tires and retreads about 50,000 tires each year.
"Aircraft tires are a small part of the tire industry," he says. "So
we have a little niche in the world."
T hough his training for the business started during his pre
school years, Wilkerson did not return to work for the family
business until 21 years after his 1968 graduation from Bridgewater.
A trustee for the College since 1992, Wilkerson enrolled at Texas

James Wilkerson

Photo byOiarles Culbertson

Tech University after graduating from Bridgewater, earning an M.Ed.
in health and physical education in 1969. He was hired as an instructor at Virginia Tech
and worked as an assistant director of intramural sports under Paul Gunsten, the former
director of Bridgewater's intramural program for whom Wilkerson had worked during his
time at Bridgewater.
"I really admired Paul Gunsten," he says. "I wanted to work in intramural sports
programs, so he led me in the right direction."
Wilkerson changed career directions in 1975 when he was hired as general manager of
the Blacksburg Country Club. He worked there for 10 years before moving back to Crewe
to become vice president for the Wilkerson Company.
Bridgewater College seems to have become a Wilkerson family tradition. Jim and his
wife, the former Sally Tabb, '68, have two daughters: Amy Wilkerson Griffin, who attended
Bridgewater for a year as a member of the class of 1989, and Sara Wilkerson Andrews, '94,
who married Travis Andrews, '93. Additionally, the Wilkersons' nephew, Bill Wilkerson Jr.,
graduated in 1996.
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JAMES L. KEELER

J

ames L. Keeler's success in the decades following his 1957
graduation from Bridgewater belies his confession that during
high school he was not the most "driven" student. All that
changed, however, when he enrolled at the College and hunkered
down in his studies.
"Bridgewater reinforced some good values and made me want
to do my best in school," says Keeler, a member of the College's
board of trustees since 197 4 and chairman since 2 003.
The drive that may have escaped him during his teens certainly
emerged through his remarkable career that included more than 20

years as a certified public accountant, five years as an attorney and
13 years as CEO of a Fortune 500 company.
In 1958, Keeler and his former Bridgewater accounting
professor, Bob Hueston, became partners in forming the Hueston
James L. Keefer

and Keeler accounting firm in Harrisonburg, Va. Five years later,
Photo by(ha,les Culbertsoo

he and Bridgewater classmate Donald E. Phibbs created the CPA

firm of Keeler Phibbs (now PBGH), where he served as managing partner until 1980.
As a "mid-life crisis," Keeler jokes, he enrolled at the University of Virginia School of
Law in 1980, graduating three years later. He was a partner and corporate attorney with
the Harrisonburg law firm of Wharton Aldhizer and Weaver until 1988, when he took
the helm at WLR Foods, the poultry company for which he had served as legal counsel.
He was chief executive officer and president until retiring in 2001. Keeler made national
headline news in 1994 when he successfully thwarted a hostile takeover attempt by rival
poultry company Tyson Foods.
A past recipient of Bridgewater's Distinguished Alumnus Award, Keeler
was appointed to state leadership posts by three former Virginia governors: the
Commonwealth of Virginia Economic Development Partnership by Gov. George Allen;
the Governor's Advisory Committee on Virginia's Strategy by Gov. Jim Gilmore III; and
the Commonwealth of Virginia Board of Purchases and Supply by Gov. Mills Godwin Jr.
Keeler and his wife, the former Sandra Barnhart, '70, live in Moneta, Va. They have
four children, including Bridgewater graduate Tracy Keeler Budd, '80, and Greg Keeler,
who attended the College.
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Fhctai:bi)-J.-onJane,

•

studied liard m liigli school m nopes of receiving scnolai·stiips
grants to he! p her aff ord an education at Bridgewater
College, lier first and only dioi ce of schools. Her efforts were
rewaraed: iYoung reca ved die ACE 20 i:nolariliip, wl'iicn !)rovides
$9,000 a year, along with several other scholarships and grants tnat
cover more tlian two thirds of her tuillon, room and board costs.
"I aon't tforu: I would have oeen liere without that financial aid,"
says;foung, afoology maJor who graduated in May."[ wouldn't have
15een able to afford it." ►
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Young isn't alone. Some 99 percent of Bridgewater students receive financial
aid, whether scholarships, grants, loans or work-study positions. Each year, the
College offers more th:an $13 million in financial aid from institutional funds,
with acadetnic scholarships ranging from $8,000 per year to covering full tuition.
These are offered in addition to the monetary assistance available from federal or
o ther external sources.

''A big c hunk of the college budget goes back into assisting students," says
Vern Fairchil ds, director of financial aid.
Consider the price tag of a college education in the 21st century. The cost of
books alone c:an be staggering (Young has paid as much as $600 for a semester's
worth of books). With Bridgewater's tuition, room :and board charges add ing up
to more th:an $30,000 each year, it's no surprise that financial :aid is a concern for
most students.

"Money is a hard thing to come by, especially for people my age," says Brad
Conner, a rising junior who, like Young, is a first-generation college student.
"Trying to work and go to school is hard, :and I don't think I would be able to pay
for college unless I had financial aid."
Though figuring out how to pay for higher education is daunting for many
high school students and their parents, Fairchilds offers assurance that an educa
tion at Bridge water can be affordable, especially for students with good grades.
The College also has a number of "enrollment management awards," -incentive
gr:ants th:at help shape the student body by attracting students from targeted states
or improving diversity.

The first step for cash-strapped parents and students preparing for college
is to complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), the method by which the
federal government determines a student's financial need. W hile some grants and scholarships
may be available without completing the form, Fairchilds etnphasizes that the form allows fami
lies to maximize their opportunities for financial benefits. Additionally, the form is mandatory
for students who wish to apply for federal grants or loans, such as the Staffo r d lo:an. Even fami
lies with higher incomes may be surprised :at what they might qualify for in terms of financial
assistance. To receive the best financial aid package possible, Fairchilds adds, it's important to
file the FAFSA by the priority deadline.
F:airchilds recommends th:at students and parents look carefully at each school's acadetnic
pr ograms, as well as extra-curricular opportunities, :and evaluate how dosely those offerings
meet the student's person31.ity and interests.

"These are things you have to weigh into the question of affordability," Fairchilds says.
"There's a value-added component. If something has value added, it becomes more affordable
to you."

The College's :ambitious commitment to providing money for student financial :aid may lead
some t o believe that private donations aren't necessary. But this simply isn't the case, says Anne

Keeler, Yice president for finance and treasurer. Only 15 percent of Bridgewater's scholarships
are funded from p rivate sources. If that percentage were increased, Keeler explains, the budget
ary dollars currently used for financial aid could be reallocated to pay for such necessities as
program enhancetnents, faculty salaries :and building improvements.
"We have this wide-ranging financial :aid program to :attract the students we w:ant, and what
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we have [in endowed scholarship money] is not nearly enough,"
Keeler says. "The endowment we have doesn't come close to fund
ing the scholarships we need to give out every year."
Endowed scholarships also control the cost of tuition and help
to relieve the del>t burden taken on by current students. Far the
2007-2008 academic year, the College will have income available
from about 190 endowed scholarships, accardng to Mitch Moore,
associate vice president far instirutional advancement.
David 'iJ<nll recently established an endowed scholarship fa
.students who plan to pursue a career in public accounting, a
career he has found rewarding since graduating from Bridgewater
in 1983. He and his wife, Debbie, also class of 1983, have fond
memories of their d ays at the College, especially since that's where
they met each other. And, says Will, "I feel I have an obligatiai to
give something b ack."
By designating his donation to students going into the ac
counting field, "I wanted to promot e that at Bridgewater College
and make sure there's still a steady stream of students going into
that profession," he says.
According to FinAid, an online resow-ce fa- student financial
aid, college costs for children born today will soar to three or fow
times the current prices. That's a pretty scary staistic for most par
ents. Don't b e paralyzed by fear, Fairchilds says. Start saving now.
Any amount will help. There are a number of Web sites that have
calculators to help parents fi gure out how much they should save
for college each month, dependng on the age of the child when
savings are starte d . Fairchilds also encow-ages parents to find the
best savings vehide for their fanily.
"So many o f these calculators about coll ege costs have revved

up anxiety, and people get discow-aged," Fairchilds says. "Do

whatever you Cal do . Until you start saving, time is leaving you
behind."
Fairchilds also encow-ages grandparents to contribute to their
grandchildren'• college savings, and he suggests that people who
don't have children may consider making contributions on behalf
of a young person in their lif e, to a college endowment fund. It's
that kind of generosity that has helped] adyn Young make her
dreams come true. This fall, Young is planning to attend gradu
ate school at James Madison University, where she will pursue a
master's degree in occupational therapy.
"Knowing that there are people out there that have given
money for a student that they've never met to come to college is
really amazing," Young says. "I don't think I would be here with
out that suppon."

HELSEA GOSScomes from a long line of Bridgewater
graduates. Now, that heritage is paying off for her.
Next fall, Goss wil become the first recipient of the Alum
ni legacy xholarship estab
lished by the Bridgewater
College Alumni Association.
Each year, sophomores who
ha11e at least one parent who
graduated from Bridgewater
may apply for the a ward of
$1,800. The award will be
renewed during the senior
year as long as the recipient
maintains the required 3.0
grade point average and
remains in good standing
with the College.
"Therewas a strong
sentiment {among members
of the alumni board] tostart
an alumni legacy scholarship to say to graduates of the
Colege, 'We appreciate the fact that)':)Urkids come here to
school,"· says Ellen Layman, d irectorof special projects at
the College who was akJmni director when the scholarship
fund was set up.
Goss, who recently was accepted into the College's
competitive athletic training program, is a member ofthe
track and cross country teams, a sophomore senator in
the Student Go.-ernmentAss<Xiation and a memberof
the Council on Religbus Activities. A member of the West
Richmond (Va.) Church of the Brethren, Goss tra11eled lo
southern Sudan during lnterterm on a learning tour with
the New Commun t:y Project.
Her mother. CarolWalbridge Goss, graduated in 1975.
She also is the niece of LoisWalbridgexhall, '63, and her
husband, Bob; BarbaraWalbridge McCann. '69, and her
husband Larry, '70;GeneWalbridge, '75;and SandraWa�
bridge Faw, '85. Manyof her cousins also graduated from
the College.
As a lifelong Eagle fan, Goss says she has wanted to
attend Bridgewater College since she was a little girl. "I feel
honored ID get the scholarship.·· she says. "I think it's an
hooor that my famiftcan be such a big part of Bridgewater
Colege."
-KorErl Doss Bowmoo, '91

Karen Doss Bownml, '91, � o ftoil<X>G>wiler ;n Bridge,vder; llo.
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ONE ALUMNUS SHOWS WHY IT'S CALLED

"THE GREATEST GENERATION."

''I

twas my responsibility to lay my life on
the line for my country.'·'
-Hobert Bodkin

◄ Photos ofBodkin in pre-Marim Corps
days and shortly before being shipped to
the Pacific theater of World War II.
Phob:dtom lheco llection of fbt,,rt Bcd�n

Bodkin turned 84 on June 4, 2007, and for most of
Bodkin reported for officer training in North Caro
lina, but less-than-perfect eyesight earned him a ticket
the last 62 years never spoke about his wartime expe
into the enlisted ranks. The Corps shipped him to boot
riences. They were hidden away in his mind, just as
camp in San Diego, and then for more training to Camp
some of the physical reminders of the war - a blood
Elliott just southeast of Los Angeles.
stained Rising Sun flag, a Japanese soldier's belt buckle
By January 1944, Bodkin was headed for the Pacific.
- remained tucked away among his personal effects.
Assigned to the First Marine Division, he met up with it
No one, not even his wife or children, knew what had
on the island of Pavuvu, where for four months he and
happened to him during those crucial years when the
world teetered on the precipice of
his fellow Marines endured the most
totalitarianism.
intensive combat training yet. They
Only within the last couple of
would need every scintilla of it to
years has Bodkin begun to tell his
survive the coming battle.
story, but even he doesn't know why.
On Sept. 15, 1944, more than
11,000 men of the First Marine
All he knows is that it helps.
"I can sleep at night, now," he
Division assaulted an island only five
said.
square miles in area. Peleliu, in the
Palau Islands, was a superbly forti
Bodkin was born in Bridgewater
and grew up on College Street. In
fied Japanese stronghold that con
1941 he graduated from Bridgewater
tained an airstrip the Allies needed to
High School and enrolled at Bridge
conduct operations in the Philippines.
water College, partly because of its
The cost for this island would be
proximity, partly because he was
staggering.
offered summer employment as a way
"We didn't know we were going
into a hornet's nest," Bodkin said.
to work off part of his tuition. For
the next two summers he mowed the
"We were told that this was going to
be a walkthrough, because shelling
campus, painted, sanded floors and
by the navy and the air corps had
was part of a crew that gutted Wardo
Hall for its complete renovation.
completely demolished it. This was
& Bodkin on the island of Pavuvu.
Collection of fbbert Bodkin
The Japanese bombed Pearl
supposed to be a piece of cake."
Bodkin recalled his ride toward
Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, and the following July Bodkin registered for the draft. In September the beach aboard an amphibious tractor. W hen bullets
and shells began to churn up the water around him, he
he traveled to Washington, D.C., and joined the Marine
Corps.
said to the coxswain, "Hey, fella, you got a radio in this
boat?"
Because he was a college student, Bodkin was a can
didate for officer's school. He was awarded the rank of
"Sure," said the coxswain.
private first class and sent back to finish the year at BC.
"Well, how about radioing back to the ships and tell
He did, and in July of 1943, bade farewell to the bucolic
ing 'em that their shells are falling short," Bodkin said.
charms of Bridgewater for the rigors of the Marine
The coxswain looked at him like he'd just stepped
off
a
spaceship from another planet. "Fella, " he said,
Corps.
"It was my responsibility to lay my life on the line
"those shells are coming from the other direction."
for my country," he said.
W hen the craft halted, Bodkin and his fellow
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► Skel.chofBcxikin relaxing on a
cot on the is/am of Pavuvu in the
South Pacific. The artist, Ffc. Louis
Meaina, was killed at the battle of
Okinawa in 191/5.

,,

AND

ONE

Marines bailed out over the sides and raced
toward the beach. Hundreds of undamaged
Japanese machine guns and mortars opened
up on the Americans, killing many
before they reached the beach. The air,
Bodkin said, rained death that day.

.a. )a{Xlnese rifle from the battle of Okinawa,
complete with chrysanthemum, which was the

machine gunner zeroed in on him.
But it wasn't a bullet that got him off of
Peleliu.
"I went to the rear and said I was sick," he
said. "The Corpsman told me to lie down on a
bunk, and the next thing I knew I woke up on a

"If you ever run into anyone who
says he wasn't scared in combat, then
he wasn't in combat," said Bodkin,
who operated a Browning automatic
rifle during the battle.
That first night, in a foxhole, Bod

hospital ship."
Bodkin had sickened on water that had been
stored in poorly cleaned oil drums, and was
evacuated from the battle zone.
The assault on Peleliu continued through
Nov. 25, 1944, and resulted in the highest casu

kin sensed rather than saw the presence
of the Japanese.
"They didn't bathe very often, or
change their uniforms, and if the wind
was right you could catch their drift,"
he said.

alty rate of any amphibious inv asion in the entire
war in the P acific. Nearly 2,400 Americans were
killed, but the island was taken. The cost to J a
pan was almost 11,000 killed. The First Marine
Division was so severely mauled on Peleliu that
it remained out of action until the invasion of

The wind was right, and he let out
several bursts from his Browning. The
next morning, a dead Japanese soldier
was found just 10 feet from his fox
hole. Bodkin's foxhole buddy went out
for souvenirs and was instantly killed

Okinawa on April 1, 1945.
Here, other than an occasional sniper's shot,
there was no opposition to army and Marine
Corps troops invading the island. The Japanese
conserved their firepower until U.S. forces were
well inland, and then opened up with a ferocity

official sea/oftheemperorof}a{Xln. This artifact
-whichHobertBcxikin persona//ycapturea-is

by enemy machine gun fire.
The battle raged across beaches,
unique because the chrysanthemum is intact
After WWI/, the U.S. ordered all these symbols on
over ravines and in caves as fanatical
)a{Xlnese weapons to be filed down.
Japanese forces fought nearly to the
Phob byCharlesCulbertson
last man. By the third day, Bodkin and
only 12 other men remained out of his original

that beggared understanding or description.
Once, Bodkin led the clearing of a series of
caves in which Japanese defenders were holed
up. After ostensibly wiping them out, Bodkin
walked in front of a cave and suddenly found a
Japanese rifle jammed against his belly. He and

platoon of 45 Marines. He endured nearly con
stant shelling and machine gun fire and, once,
while lying prone behind a coconut log , felt the
dirt churning up beside his legs as a Japanese

a young Japanese soldier had come upon one
another by accident, and only Bodkin's quicker
reactions made it possible for him to live to tell
about it.
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On another excursion into a cave, Bodkin
and a captain were stunned when a rifle went

off. Suddenly, several feet -�, the body of a
J ap:anese soldier rolled off :an earthen shelf :and
hit the floor of the cave. His big toe was still
lodged in the trigger of his rifle, which he had
used to kill himself rather th:an be captured.
Bodkin retrieved, :and still keeps, the rifle
:and aJ :ap:anese flag th:at was in the soldier's
helmet.
Although what he saw :anddidin the 114·
degree heat :and death of the Pacific were hard
to reconcile with peacetime America, Bodkin did
what most men of his generation did.
"I just didn't think about it," he s:aid. "I was
determined to put :all th:at stuff behind me, :and
I got -� with it for a long time. I just kept it
completely out of my mind, until a few years
ago."

It was then th:at Bodkin beg:an to relive
every searing moment of his time in the Pacific,

h:aunted by the sights :and sounds of his closest
friends dying next to him, of the men he killed,
of the mind-boggling violence of comb:at with
:an enemy that refused to surrender. Th:at's when
sleep beg:an to elude him. Sometimes, he'dbe
up :all night rehashing the battles, the deaths, the
agonies.

"I was retired :and didn't have :anything else
to do," s:aid this former empl oy e e of the Virginia
Health Department, who retired in 198 3. "The
memories just came on me. My doctor gave me

sleeping pills, :and I took one, but it made me
feel like a bulldozer r:an over me."

Talking has seemed to help more th:an drugs
ever could. And while he admits his experiences
were horrific, his service to his cowitry is some

thing he's proud of. In p:articul:ar, he s:aid, he's
proud of a difficult reconn:aiss:ance :and mine
cle:aring mission he led :at the b:attle of Okin=:,;
of rescuing a wounded M:arine from aJap:anese
infested :area :and getting him back to safety;
:and of tr:ansporting a wounded M:arine on a
stretcher, at night, for two miles through enemy

.. ABOVE: &>�In �mines

o silk, bloo�slOinedJapanese
/log he ooiuiredotthe bot/le o/
Oii::10000. Thejoponesesoldier
who hod lt>iS /log tulked GWo/
in hiS helmeta,mmilledsui<1de
rother lt>on be captured. 11>e
wming on il expresses the
weN-iMshesofhiS Fru:ndsond
relatives.

territory, in order to get him medical attention.

"It shows what one M:arine will do to try to
save another," he said.

But don't mention med:als to Bodkin.
"I don't believe in them," he said. "I don't

think there's :anything th:at's above :and bey ond
the call of duty when you're :at war. It is what it
is. It's my responsibility to try to save my fellow
M:arines, so how c:an those actions be c:alled
'above 21.d bey ond? "'

Bodkin, who returned to Bridgewater Col
lege :after the war :and graduated in 1949, today
lives quietly in Bridgewater with his wife, the
former Phyllis Beahm, a 1946 BC graduate. The
relics of the war he helped fight still lie tucked
away, but not the memories.

Which is good for Bodkin, :and good for a
world th:at ne eds to remember the mighty blow
th:at he :and :an entire generation struck for the
liberties w e enjoy tod�.
Charles C ulbErtson iS fi'ldgev,oterCoNege's direaorofmedio

reloli ons andedl:Or ofBrtigewatar magazine.
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The Wardo Quintet
Rides Again
By Kennon Thomasson, '58

Phobos by l<erm:,n Tt-omasson

Ji. INSET PHOTO: The Wardo Quintetofthe 7950s. Ft::te Hayslettatthe keyboard. Standing from left: )erryWrighC)erry Wampler,
Rich Cordon,}oe K inzie, Tom M�rs. Joe Kinzie was unable toparticipate in the 2007 tnur Pete Hayslett died in 2002.
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Go ahead and laugh.
ny story of old geezers trying to recapture their
youth is bound to produce winks, nudges and

snickers, especially if the reading audience com,
prises members who were acquaintances from
that long-ago youth. But, be that as it may, let it be known
that Bridgewater College's Wardo Quintet of the mid 1950s
is alive and kicking here in the 21st century.
And, best of all, those aging throats can still produce the

JI>. ABOVE LEFT: The quintet posed in front ofthe old
Knsson, W Va., Pest Office in 1956 FROM LEFT: Joe
Kinzie, Pete Hayslete Tom Myers,JerryWampler, Rich
Cordon, andJerry Wright

ABOVE RIGHT: On its 2007 tour, quintetmembers
replicated the pose at the s ame location. FROM
LEFT: Tom Myers,JerryWampler, Rich Cordon, and
jerryWright

dulcet tones that thrilled many an audience back in 1956 and
'57 - the years when the Wardo Quintet was riding high.
No less an authority than Francis Fry Wayland's

Bridgewater College: The First Hundred Years, 18801980, calls the Wardo Quintet "a popular combination of
harmonizers that toured Virginia and nearby states during
the late 1950s." Wayland lists the members as Rich Gordon,
Joe Kinzie, Tom Myers, Jerry Wampler and Jerry Wright
- all members of the class of 1959 - and Pete Hayslett,'58,
accompanist.
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Back in the 1950s, the men's dormitory, Wardo Hall, was known as a den of rowdies, and
the Church of the Brethren, then located in today's Carter Center, more than once complained
about its noisy neighbor across the street. In fact, when the Wardo Quintet, striving early-on for
respectability, performed during a Sunday morning service at the church, the pastor, in intro
ducing the group, parodied John 1 :46, asking, "Can anything good come out of Wardo?"
It was not an irrelevant question then, but the Wardo Quintet in 2007 believes the answer
was, "Yes!"
The formation of the group is part of its mystique. The first evening of freshman orienta
tion in 1955, as students exited the dining hall after supper, freshman Jerry Wright sat outside,
strummed his ukulele and sang. Four other fellows gathered around and harmonized with him.
None of the five knew the others, but it came out later that all of them were Wardo residents.
They were so struck by their collective talent that they continued to get together and sing.
The quintet was invited to become one of the deputation teams performing in area
Churches of the Brethren to promote the College. H ayslett, another Wardo resident, joined
the group as accompanist, and for two years the quintet performed in Virginia, West Virginia
and Maryland. It also gave many performances on campus, at Madison College and before
various civic groups.
But its role as a deputation team was what gave the group its raison d'etre and provided the
bonding agent that has held it together for 50 years.
At a 2006 reunion in Beaufort, N.C., an idea was born to gather at Bridgewater the next
spring and make a sentimental journey back to the hills of West Virginia, visiting some of the
little churches remembered from the 1950s. Three of the members dug through old records to
produce an itinerary for a four-day weekend and tackled logistical problems.
Obtaining a luxurious rental van (well, luxurious by 1950s standards), the group began its
adventure on March 23 at the Brethren/Mennonite Heritage Center in Harrisonburg. The first
stop was historic Linville Creek church at Broadway, after which the quintet traveled into the
mountains to Wampler's family cabin on Suppin Ridge.
Two nights at the cabin, with its Spartan amenities that included a wood-burning heater,
brought back memories of many nights spent in old-time conditions in rural West Virginia
homes in the 1950s - drafty houses with no central heat or bathrooms. Sleep was accomplished
back then with members cuddled together for warmth under multiple layers of homemade
quilts.
From the Wampler cabin, the first day's travel tour led to Mathias, W.Va., Maple Spring
Church of the Brethren in Eglon, W.Va., and to Blackwater Falls - a natural attraction the men
had visited in 1956 under near-blizzard conditions. Conditions in 2007 were more amenable,
and 70-year-old bodies were able to climb up and down the 214 steps into the canyon to be
awed again by the falls.
On Sunday morning, the quintet attended church services at Cherry Grove in Grants
ville, Md. No invitation had been issued for the quintet to sing, but the pastor, in welcoming
the group, asked it to come up and sing a couple of numbers. The quintet put its heart into
two songs - "Shine On Me" and the Wardo Quintet theme song, "Leaning On the Everlast
ing Arms." How moved the congregation was by this performance is unknown, but among the
Wardo Quintet members there was no dry eye. Here was living proof that the past could be
recaptured and that the quintet still had what it took for that retrieval.
That afternoon brought a final highlight to the trip. Everyone fondly remembered two dep
utation trips to the Shiloh church in Kasson, W.Va. A special memory of the first trip was that of
the rustic old post office building in the tiny village. It was an unpainted, two-story affair with
a crude sign over the front door. In 1956, the quintet posed on the steps in front of that door,
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◄ Quintet membersJerry
Wampler, Rich Gordon, Tom
Myers, a rd jerryWr ight pose
during their 2007 tour.

along with a pooch that comprised the village's welcoming committee. To the delight of every
one, the old building was still standing, although it no longer housed the post office. Everyone
piled out of the van to replicate the 1956 photo.
Little things like that were the stuff of memories the 2007 tour was made of.
In the back of everyone's mind throughout the trip was the question of what had changed
over the past 50 years. Happily, the landscape remains much the same: a panorama of ridges
and valleys, farm land and forest. T here were some contrasts, however. A memory from 1956 is
of searching in Harman, W.Va., for a telephone when the team was slowed by heavy snow and
needed to cancel its first performance of the day. Telephone "central" was in an elderly lady's
parlor, and her system was an ancient contraption that Bell would readily have recognized. On
the 2007 tour, cell phones made it easy to alert the host churches to the team's approach and
kept the members in touch with their wives back home. In the 1950s, many host homes in West
Virginia were lighted by kerosene lamps. In 2007, atop a high ridge between Davis, W.Va., and
Grantsville, Md., there was an array of other-worldly wind machines, generating electricity for
the 21st century.
Back at the Wampler cabin that final night of the trip, conversation around the heater
steered to questions of what it all had amounted to. How could two years of traveling and per
forming together have provided such a large and enduring part of one's college education? How
could it have been of such importance that these old geezers would count it of such enormous
value over 50 years later? How did it happen that out of it, a band of brothers was formed, with
feelings for one another undiminished over the long passage of time? Did the College have any
idea that - along with the regular curriculum - it was providing for its students such valuable
outfitting for life's journey?
Who knows? Dare the quintet speculate that God might have had a hand in bringing to
gether that group on the steps of Rebecca Hall in 1955? Be that as it may- divine input or not
- that informal, seemingly fortuitous gathering influenced for good, and forever, the lives of
those Wardo residents.
Could any good come out of Wardo? You betcha!
Kennon Thomasson, '58, 005 mamgerforTheWardo Quin/Et. He spent hiS post-col/egecareerwith the Church ofthe Brethren,

serving asa miSsbmryledumtDrforNgeria fbrJJyearsand another24 yearsasa member of the denomination's Geneml Board
staff in Elgin, Ill. For the last20 of thosie years he was edilDrofMessenger, the Church's monthly rmgazine.
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On Their Minds
By Louise Cooper

CeCJI andJoyce Fike with a group of Georgian orphans,
Photo courtesy of Cecil and Joyce Fike
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How a couple of Bridgewater alums
built a bridge from the Peach State to a
former Soviet republic.
Cecil Fike, BC class of 1961, tells a chilling story ofa winter night in Georgia:
The gas to the neighborhood has been cut off because there isn't enough to go
around. Groups offamilies build a bonfire and communally cook in the middle
ofthe street. Then they bundle up and go back inside to sleep without heat.

I

f this doesn't sound like a scenario for a neighborhood in the Peach State, it's because it
isn't. It's what's happening today in the Republic of Georgia, an area with a complex past
but a fairly simple present - rampant poverty, insufficient infrastructure, dire situations
everywhere.
"The country is without everything," says Joyce Myers Fike, who graduated from Bridge
water in 1963. "It's especially hard on the children, who have few opportunities for school or
jobs."
So how did a couple of Bridgewater alums end up crossing the ocean to help?
It started in college when Cecil and Joyce were
dating. Majoring in sociology, he pastored at local
churches to work his way through school and seminary,
and stayed in the area until Joyce graduated two years
later with a degree in home economics.
Fast forward 27 years to 1990. The Fikes, now
living in the Peach State, traveled to the former Soviet
bloc country as Friendship Force Ambassadors, a cul
tural exchange program between the two Georgias. The
Fikes lived in a physician's home for three weeks.
"We fell in love with the people," says Cecil. "We
had an interpreter sometimes. The rest of the time we
just communicated with smiles and hugs."
The Fikes didn't really think they'd ever return to
the land whose people they'd found so endearing. But
in 2003, their Marietta First United Methodist Church bulletin informed them that a neigh
boring church was planning a mission trip. "Team Georgia," as it is called, had been providing
relief to Georgian children and families since 1999. The Fikes joined them.
The next year Cecil co-led a mission team and by 2005 had his own team from Marietta
First. That same year they began to establish Georgia to Georgia Inc. (GA2Ge). Separate from
Team Georgia, this secular, non-profit group would be more apt to get desperately needed cor
porate donors. Cecil Fike was elected president.

"The people that
we are helping just
can't believe that
Americans are there
to help them."
- Joyce Fike, '63
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The group makes regular mission trips, each time discovering new needs. Not surprisingly,
most of their work has been with orp hanages and schools. In a country so poor, where only the
sex trade seems to flourish, education cannot prepare children for jobs that aren't there.
Much of their focus has been on the Rioni School for Deaf Children. In 2004, Rioni des
perately needed a dairy herd. The Fikes' Sunday School class raised $200, enough for one cow.
One man volunteered, "I'll buy a cow if I can name it and have a picture of it!," and Adopt-a
Cow was born. When 15 cows were finally procured, the animals had to be
walked, sometimes up to 35 miles, back to the school. The group made one
stipulation. The cows must be pregnant. They would then ask the school to
give the first offspring to another needy school. The children could also learn
vital farming skills.
Equally obvious was the need for a scholarship program where kids could
pursue education beyond the inadequate public schools. And so the Adopt
Cecil Fike, '61, and his interpreter, Vaso, on a
cow-buyirg trip in the RepublicofCeorgia.
Pt-co courtesy of Cecil and Joy,:e Fi0e

a-Student program was born, allowing families across the world to sponsor
Georgian children.
The program has helped those who otherwise would have fallen through
the cracks. The first recipient, originally thought to be retarded at the or
phanage where she worked, will graduate from college this spring and hopes

to attend a university.
The next year there was Nino. Abandoned by her family while only a baby, Nino was
taken in by neighbors and, when their house burned down, suffered severe burns to her torso.
The doctor said that she would not survive and should not be given food. Two-year-old Nino
crawled from the house, found the family goat and nursed herself.
Later she went to an orphanage and then to a new family who tried to put her in the sex
trade (she was rejected for her burns), to a house slave, and finally ran back to the orphanage.
Nino is now an A student in nursing school and volunteers at a senior citizen center.
"It never dawned on me that kids who never dreamed of going to college would do so
well," says Joyce. "The people that we are helping just can't believe that Americans are there to
help them."
Current GA2Ge projects include setting up vocational education at Rioni. By bringing in
a hairdresser trained in sign language, students can learn a skill that doesn't require hearing. A
nearby school for delinquent boys raised money for a wood-working course. GA2Ge hopes to
be able to supply funds for their teacher.
The next trip hopes to focus on health education, vocational training for even younger
children at Rioni, and visiting another orphanage.
Anyone, regardless of religious affiliation, can help, say the Fikes. Donations are tax deduct
ible. Or one can contact the Fikes about going on a mission team. Each team pays its own way,
but according to the Fikes, the pay-off is there in full.
"I wish people could have been here when I got the email that they'd taken the first bucket
of milk and block of cheese to the school for the children's meal," says Cecil. "It's one glimpse
of what normal life can be like for them."
And it's one glimpse of how a couple of Bridgewater alums have done some amazing things
- like bridging the waters between Georgia and Georgia.
For more information, visit www.georgiatogeorgia.org
Louise Cooper is a freelance writer living and working in Staunton, Va.
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"Without books) God is silent) justice
dormant) natural science at a stand)
philosophy lame) letters dumb) and
all things involved in darkness."
- A Bartholini, Danish physician, 159 7-1643

Photos byCharl,sCulbe,tson

B

artholini had it right Where would we be
without books? Dumber, for sure, and far less

Finally, said Cline, slie discovered Tina Zahn's
2006 book, "Why I Jumped," which chronicled

entertained, as well. But in many instances, the very

Zahn's attempt at suicide by jumping off a bridge, and

directions our lives have taken wouldn't be the same,

of her dramatic rescue by an off-duty cop.

so great is the influence that books have upon our
minds, hearts and souls.
A random sampling of some Bridgewater College
staff and faculty for whom books have made a differ
ence turned up interesting and revealing choices.

"She made me realize that the problems people
have that make them take their own lives didn't start
that very day," Cline said. "I realized that depression
that starts in childhood, the way my husband's did,
sometimes doesn't make people take drastic action
until many years later.

Katie Cline:

'WHY I JUMPED"

1

ByTinaZahn

''And," she continued, "it taught me that depres
sion is a liar. It makes you think, 'If I can just get to
this next point, everything will be all right.' One day,
that point is suicide."
The book, said Cline, gave her a greater under
standing of the forces that had led her husband to kill

In 1998, Katie Cline and her husband, Jesse,
operated a convenience store. One day, after opening

himself, and to finally achieve a sense of inner peace
as she continues with her life.

up, putting money in the drawer, making coffee and
getting everything ready for the day's business, Jesse
walked into an adjoining yard and took his own life.
Katie, who is now a member of the Bridgewater Col

Robbie Miller:

THE BIBLE

lege housekeeping staff, found his body and notified
the authorities.
Cline agonized over what her husband had done,
and desperately looked for answers - particularly to
the question, why? But the information she sought
remained maddeningly elusive.

"With apologies for being a bit predictable," said
BC Chaplain Robbie Miller, "I would have to say
the book that has had the greatest influence on my
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Philip O'Mara:

the same, I was absorbing both the moral vitality
of Aritstotle's Ethics as Dante conveys it through
personalities, and the extraordinary narrative skill of
the poet."
Years later, when O'Mara had studied a little
Italian and obtained better translations of the poem,
he returned to the "Divine Comedy" and taught it
in courses in world literature. In the last 20 years, he
said, he has come to understand that Virgil, Dante's
guide through Hell and Purgatory, represents not only
reason, but patriotism and art, as well.
"True insight into the moral significance of our
own lives requires the most complete commitment to
our communities, real devotion to the public good,
and likewise, a vigorous and disciplined exercise of
the imagination, to arrive at an understanding of our
choices, actions and motives, and to perceive more
deeply the forms of life and the circumstances of oth
ers," O'Mara said.
Dante, he said, is worth repeated readings, close
study and active discussion regardless of individual
religious or philosophic convictions. Plus, he said, no
other poet - not even Shakespeare - is so enjoyable
and stimulating.
"Lately, because I am preparing a book review of
a recent study of Dante's philosophy, I have learned
more about his understanding of science and nature;
and this subject, too, which previously I had treated
rather casually, turns out to be a source of wonderful
insights."

By Dante Alighieri

Jeff Pierson:

life is the Bible. And since the Bible is itself an edited
anthology of 66 books, I would say the Gospel of
Matthew stands head and shoulders above the rest as
most influential for me."
Miller narrowed it down to the first discourse of
the Gospel of Matthew - the Sermon on the Mount.
That discourse, he said, contains the teachings of
Jesus that have most profoundly shaped his view of
the world and how he relates to those in it:
• "You have heard that it was said, 'You shall love
your neighbor and hate your enemy.' But I say to
you, Love your enemies and pray for those who
persecute you, so that you may be children of your
Father in heaven; for he makes his sun rise on the
evil and on the good, and sends rain on the righ
teous and on the unrighteous." (Matthew 5:43-45).
• "Do not judge, so that you may not be judged. For
with the judgment you make you will be judged,
and the measure you give will be the measure you
get." (Matthew 7: 1-2).
"Believing that Jesus embodied these teachings
and called his followers to do the same, I have chosen
another way of living that is often in tension with the
cultural and religious status quo," Miller said. "And
because I so frequently fail at that calling, I'm espe
cially thankful for one other verse in that book: 'For
if you forgive others their trespasses, your heavenly
Father will also forgive you.' (Matthew 6: 14)

DIVINE COMEDVl

"Dante's 'Divine Comedy' has meant more to
me, for more than 40 years, than any other book,"
said Philip O'Mara, associate professor of English.
The book, which was written between 1308 and
Dante's death in 1321, is considered the chief epic
poem of Italian literature and one of the greatest
literary works of the Middle Ages. The story centers
on Dante who, in 1300, finds himself lost in a dark
forest. He meets the spirit of Virgil, who promises to
lead him on a journey through Hell so that he can en
ter Paradise. Dante agrees, and follows Virgil through
the gates of Hell.
"The wicked people Dante meets have fascinat
ing stories to tell, and I initially paid more attention
to the stories than to much else," O'Mara said. "All
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MANAGING BY
COMMUNICATION:

AN ORGANIZATIONA
APPROACH
By Gail E. Myers,
Michele Tolela-Myers

Like many people, Jeff Pierson, professor of
communication studies, had a hard time narrowing the list of important books he's read to just one.
Some of those, he said, have influenced his spirituality
and character, while others have influenced his view
of the world. But, faced with the challenge, Pierson
came up with a book he said was most important for
him from a professional point of view: "Managing By
Communication: An Organizational Approach" by
Gail E. Myers and Michele Tolela-Myers.
"Dr. Gail Myers was a professor of mine at

Temple University where I completed my master's
degree in rhetoric and communication in 1988,"
Pierson said. "Dr. Myers had a major influence on my
decision to find a position at a liberal arts college, and
he was simply the best teacher I ever had.
"His lectures and class activities were always
engaging and thought-provoking," he continued.
"Reading and re-reading the textbook that he wrote,

Terry Houff

THE BIBLE
IN SEARCH OF
EXCELLENCE
ByTom Peters

Although Terry Houff, director of Bridgewater's

in many ways, is a way for me to relive some of the

C.E. Shull Information Technology Center, has mostly

wonderful memories I have of his incredible wit and

devoted himself to recreational reading the last few

knowledge about the field of communication studies.

years, it is the Bible that has made the largest differ

To this day, when I have trouble thinking about how

ence in his life.

to approach the teaching of a new course I often
think of how Dr. Myers would approach it."

"There has been no other book to which I have
turned regularly for guidance and inspiration," he
said. "In some ways it has also been a source of frus

Laura Adams:

''GUERILLAS OF
GRACE: PRAYERS
FOR THE BATTLE"
ByTed Loder

A book of poetry has also played an important
part in the life of Laura Adams, acquisition techni
cian for the Alexander Mac k Memorial Library. T he
poetry of Ted Loder in "Guerillas of Grace: Prayers

tration when Christian leaders use it in a manner that
I believe distorts its most basic lessons. Yet, it remains
for me the single most influential book."
Houf f does offer, however, one other example as
a book that has influenced his work life, even though
he's absorbed most of it through speeches by its
author, Tom Peters. T he book is "In Search of Excel
lence," and for Houff it offers valuable perspectives
of how companies and individuals can strive toward
excellence, especially in t he area of customer service.

for the Battle," focuses on the human experience and,
said Adams, "intensely describes our search for a con
nection with the divine." It is, she added, a beautifully
written, inspiring work that points out, among other
things, that:
• To be alive is a humbling and wondrous experience.
• Life can be messy and the world can seem over
whelming; yet there is also joy and beauty for
which to be grateful.
"It is due to these wonders that a search for con
nection with the divine helps me to make sense of this
hu man existence," Adams said. "I relate to Loder's
poetry because his poems feel like my prayers feel
- messy and inarticulate, at times filled with awe, and
sometimes not unlike groans.
"Loder," she said, "expresses this. I love that
these poems are messy and filled with wonder, much
like real life."
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eagle
BC Establishes Varsity Women's Swim Team
For the first time in its history, Bridgewater College has established a varsity women's swim team that
will compete with seven other institutions in the Old Dominion Athletic Conference.
Curt Kendall, BC's athletic director, said the team grew out of a swim club that, over the last three
years, has become "self sustaining" in terms of student involvement.
"Until that happened, we couldn't consider it as a potential varsity sport," Kendall said. "Now we can.
T he interest is there and the sport is in place."
Kendall said Bridgewater will compete beginning in the fall of 2007, with swim teams from Washing
ton and Lee University, Guilford College, Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Randolph-Macon College,
Sweet Briar College, Hollins University and Emory and Henry College. At least once during the 19-week
season, said Kendall, Bridgewater will host a meet.
He said the new team will most likely start with between 10 and 15 members.
"I think it's a good sport for us, one we can be successful in, particularly in the Old
Dominion Athletic Conference," Kendall said. "Plus, it can help us draw women to the
athletic side of life at Bridgewater."
Fran C. Smith has been hired as the first head coach of the women's swim team.
Smith graduated from Turner Ashby High School in 1971 and attended James Madison
University where she graduated in 1975 with a bachelor's degree in physical health edu
cation K-12. Since 1975, Smith has taught physical education and health in the Rocking
ham County school system, and during her career has also coached girls' basketball and
Fran C. Smith
boys' and girls' track and field. ◄ CC

PLAQUE COMMEMORATES 1936 EAGLES BASEBALL TEAM
At an Alumni Weekend ceremony on April 21, a plaque honoring William T. uBIII" Goodwin, '38 was dedicated near the BC baseball field Goodwin
had made a generous gift to the College to honor his good friend, Dr. Ja111t1s B. Early Jr., '37, and his teammates from the 1936 Eagles baseball team.

FROM LEFT: Early, President Phillip C. St-, '65,Jo..,,,, K. Scott, '35, Goodwin andJ. lie/son Lislc•y, '36 PhcrobyTommyThompson
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► ► eagle sports
In Retirement, Ford's in
Full Swing
By Matthew A. Barnhart, '03
Yancey W. Ford Jr., '62, played on the football and baseball
teams as a student at Bridgewater College, but it was likely that
his participation in the Varsity Club presaged what he would do
upon retirement. The purpose of the club was to promote sports on
campus.
After graduating from Bridgewater, Yancey was hired as a sales
representative at R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. For the next 34
years, he would hold 11 different positions as he climbed the com
pany ladder. He retired in 1996 as executive vice president of sales.
Ford is now the president of his favorite hobby by promot
ing what he loves. He heads the Society of Seniors (SOS), North
Yancey Ford Photo by Charles Culbertson
America's premier senior amateur golf organization.
Founded in 1983, the SOS provides strong competition for
some of the best senior amateur players. They play under the United States Golf Association (USGA) rules on
many of the finest courses in the United States at a reasonable cost.
Today, the SOS membership has risen to an all-time high of 741. They include USGA Senior Amateur
Champions from 1983 through 2006, 12 Walker Cup Players, over 30 panel members of the Golf Digest and
Golfweek Course rating panels, and several international members.
The SOS member qualifications are stringent. First, candidates must be sponsored by two current members
and achieve a certain number of points based on a statistical system as developed by the Board of Directors. The
system awards points for high finishes in any number of golfing events.
Also, a mandatory handicap of 3 or less, character and deportment, speed of play, and the applicant's intent
to participate in SOS tournaments can be considered.
Only the most qualified candidates are accepted into the SOS, with a limit of approximately 24 new mem
bers per year.
There are 43 events scheduled for 2007 in which members can compete, four of which are sponsored by the

sos.

Ford, who feels as though he hasn't accomplished much in golf, has done more to promote the sport for
seniors since retiring than anyone else.
The humble man, who has achieved so much in life, lives with his wife, Peggy, in Ruckersville, Va.

Spring Sports Participate in NCAAs
The Bridgewater College softball team (37-6) received one of the at-large bids to participate in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division III tournament. They began regional competition on May 10
in New Concord, Ohio. It marked the program's first-ever appearance in NCAA postseason play. After winning
three of four regional games, the softball team fell to DePauw 6-1 in the championship game.
The baseball team (21-21) earned the Old Dominion Athletic Conference (ODAC) automatic bid to the
NCAA tournament by defeating Hampden-Sydney 7-0 in the conference championship game. Regional play
began on May 16. Baseball lost their first two games of regional play, 21-14 to Methodist and 10-1 to Emory.
Two track athletes met the NCAA provisional qualifying standard during the outdoor season. Freshman
Courtney Hartman posted 4,301 points in the heptathlon, while junior Melvin Queen set an ODAC meet record
by running the 100 meter dash in 10.73 seconds. ◄ MB
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Front row: Margaret Flory Rainbolt, Ethel
Pritchett Kintner Second row: Roy I Hildebrand, Richard C "Dick"Shrum, Charles W
Wampler, I 8, Early

Front row: Peggy WrightMiller, Thelma Conner
Hotchkiss,M1rna BelleFloryWolfe, Wilma Kline Robertson Second row: Dorris Berry
Wampler, Paul 8, Foster, Phyllis Cupp Miller Third row: Myron S_ Miller, Homer M
Kline, }r., Glenn S_ Garner Fourth row: Fred F Wampler, (liar/es L Snyder

Mary GentryEye, Harry 8,

Front row: Emmert F Rice, Eleanor Judy Robinson, F!emm1e Getz
Stultz, }ames S_ Flora Secorxl row: Helen Hoy Landis, Dorothy Huffman Shull, Ilene Neher Smith Third
row: Grant Simmons, Bill Naylor Fourth row: Robert H Reichard Pauls_ Garber, Gerald W Roller

Front row: Beverly Wampler Lineweaver, Anne Haynes Price,Joyce ?etcher Cline, Shirley Fulcher Wampler, Nancy Moore Link, Sylvia Kline Bowman, Evelyn
Beard Kirk, Helen Wright Shiflet, Joyce Whitten Abbott, GraceFunkhouserFlorence, Rebecca Bowman Helbert Second row: Ann BeahmFlora, DonnaZirkleMiller, Mary Catherine GarberFiler,
Phyllis Smith Saufley, John C Harshbarger, Jr. 1hinl row: Joseph M Alexander, Garland W Whitacre, John S_ Harman, Donald A. Knight, James O Bowman, I Manon Wampler, Rudolph A Bush
Bill Puffenberger,JanICe Wine Wade, Wayne L Smith, James S_ Thompson Fourth row: RIChard "Dick"Miley, Douglas L MIi/er, Omn M Kime, }r., John H Mason, Larry S_ Pence, Dale L Wampler,
James Q_ Lohr, Thomas H Glass, Ill, Ben F Wade, Albert L Sauls, James L Keeler
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1940

After 87years as a resident of Mary
land, MURRAY FAUPEL has moved
to Wilmington, Del., to live with his
daughter and son-in-law. Hrs wife of
62 years, jean, died in August 2005. He
has two daughters and four grand
children. He would enioy hearing from
classmates from the early 1940s via
email at beegie401@msn.com.

1957

In celebration of DR. DAVID L.
MILLER'S 70th birthday, a Fest
schrift, Disturbances in the Field,
has been written in his honor. The
book rs a collection of articles edited
by Christine Downing, and includes
leading scholars, Jungian analysts and
former students. Miller is Watson-Led
den Professor ofReligion emeritus at
Syracuse (NY) University and served
as a core faculty member at Pacifica
Graduate Institute in Santa Barbara,
Calif., from 1991 until 2004. He has
lectured in Europe, America and japan
for the past 40 years and Is the author
of Three Faces ofGod: Traces of the
Tnnity m Literature and Life; Hells and
Holy Ghosts: A TheopoetICs of Chnstlon
Belief; Chnsts: Med1tot1ons on Arche
typal Images m Chnstlon Theology;
The New Polytheism: Rebirth of the
Gods and Goddesses; and Gods and
Gom es: Toward a Theology ofPloy

1960

PEGGY WILKINS KING of Har
risonburg, Va., is president ofValley
Greeters, a group that welcomes new
residents to the area with a basket of
rnformatron on local businesses. In
the past 28 years, she has welcomed
approximately 12,000 persons to the
Valley and says she"has no plans to
retire:

1964

DR. FRANK WISEMAN, chair and
professor of chemistry at George
town College, was named the 2006
Carnegie-CASE professor of the year
for the state of Kentucky. He received
the award in ceremonies at the Willard
Hotel in Washington, D.C. on Nov. 16.

1965

COL. (RET.) DAVID MITCHELL
retired from the Air Force in 1987
after completing a career primarily with the test and evaluation of
nuclear mrssile weapon systems.
He retired from a second career as
a probation and parole officer with
Santa Barbara County in 2006. He
also had a four-year assignment with
the specialty drug court treating
addicts to rehabilitate, avoid prison
and reenter society as responsible
citizens. In retirement, Mitchell has
moved to the Oregon coast, where
he rs busy wrth crabbing, salmon and
fly fishing. He also volunteers at the
animal shelter and continues to work
with drug abusers. In addition, he is in
the planning stages of writing a book
to help non-addicts identify and deal
with substance abuse in others.

1967

DR. MOSES CHAN, the Evan Pugh
Professor of Physics at Pennsylvania
State University, has been elected a
Fellow of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, the
world's largest general scient1f1c soci
ety. The honor rs grven to members of
AAAS whose "efforts on behalf of the
advancement of science or its applica
tions are screntifical ly or socially dis
tinguished' Chan's research is aimed
at answenng, or raising, fundamental
questions about matter in its various
phases or states such as liquid, solid
and gas. He is particularly interested
in phase transitions - the conditions
under which a material changes from
one phase to another- in quantum
fluids, in reduced dimensions and in
the presence of disorder.
MIKE GOODWIN recently retired
after 39 years of teaching Spanish at
Warren County High School in Front
Royal, Va.

1969

In March, DR. BYRON A. BRILL of
Strasburg, Va., was presented the
2007 Distinguished Citizen Award by
the Shenandoah Area Council of the
Boy Scouts of America. He earned hrs
Eagle Scout rank in 1963, the Silver
Beaver in 1992 and the BoyScouts of
America's Distinguished Eagle Scout

1982

Award in 1999. A certified perio
dontist, Brill has a private practice in
Stephens City,Va.

1976

BRUCE ELLIOTT of Woodstock, Md.,
formerly of Harrisonburg, Va., was
honored by Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Harrisonburg and Rockingham
County by naming the building where
its offices are located The Elliott House.
Elliott, along with rnernbers of the
Trinity Presbyterian Church in Harn
sonburg, established the Big Brothers
Big Sisters organization rn 1976. He
served as its treasurer for nearly 30
years.

1979

VEATTA DEAL-BERRY of Alexandria,
Va., recently received national board
certification for teaching at the adoles
cence and young adulthood level and
teaches chemistry at TA Edison High
School in Fairfax County. She earned
an M.Ed. in secondary science educa
tion from George Mason University.
RODERICK "ROD" JOHNSON of
Alexandria, Va., is a senior vice presi
dent/area business banking manager
for NorthernVirginia and Washington,
D.C. at Citibank, NA He previously was
vice president/US middle market
and government contracting group
at Cr trbank.

CAROL SMITH FENN has been
named the first female superinten
dent ofRockingham County Schools
effective July 1, 2007. She taught
elementary school in Augusta and
Goochland counties. By the late 1980s,
she began her career as a Goochland
Schools administrator before moving
to Shenandoah County. In 2002, she
became assistant superintendent for
personnel and was named acting
superintendent earlier this year.

1980

JANICE MORRIS CORBIN is a family
and consumer science teacher at
Salem High School. Previously she
worked for bridal designer Edgardo
Bonilla. She lives rn Salem, N.)., with
her husband, William, and twrn 12year-olds, Coley and Tannah.

DR. GLENN BARNHART, '73, and a member

MICHAEL G. TANCYUS was pro
moted to senror clinical therapist at
Augusta Behavioral Health of Augusta
Medical center. In addition to heading
clinical services in the substance abuse
treatment program, he is responsible
for clrnical staff development and
trarnrng as well as clinical supervision.
He recently completed his fifth year at
Augusta Behavioral Health. He closed
his private practice in psychotherapy
in Harrisonburg, Va., after 11 years of
practice. He is enioying the extra time
at home with his wife and parents in
Afton, Va.

ofthe College's Boord of Trustees, along with
his son MATT, 'OJ, ran in Ukrop's Monument
Avenue 70Kroce m RIChmond, Vo., on Morch
37. On the some day, his other son, DAN,
'99, ran m the Cooper RiVer Bndge Run in
Charleston, S.C, also a 70K In a field ofover
25,000 runners, Dr. Barnhart finished with a
time of 55: 72, while Mott completed the race
in 7'09·79. Don, who ran with nearly 38,000
participants, finished his race with a time of
roo.·57

1984

E.G. BRADSHAW of Salem, Va., was
inducted rnto the Wilson Memorial
Athletic Hall of Fame in October. He
participated in baseball from 1978
to 1980 and was captain of the 1980
state champion baseball team. He also
played basketball in 1979. He began
hrs teaching and coaching career at
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Patnck County High School, where he

Sleeping," was a water color of his

KAREN SMITH WHETZEL and Mark

includes twin daughters. lives in Har

serves as prinopal.

son who was three at the time 1t was

risonburg, Va.

1987

painted. He earned a master of fine
arts in illustration from Savannah
(Ga.) College of Art and Design and is

have their second daughter, Catherine
Clairelise "Claire," born Dec. 6. Karen is

Effective with the 2007-2008 academic

year, DENNIS LUNDBLAD has been
appointed Lecturer in Humanities
for the University of North Caro lina at Asheville. He also is pastor of

assistant professor of art and design
at Campbell University in Buies Creek,
N.C.

1994

REBECCA L. MONGER and George

McDaniel were married June 3, 2006.
The couple lives in Elkton, Va.

TESHOME MOLALENGE and Haggai
have their second daughter, Sophia

MICHAEL E. VARNER has been

Senitemariam Teshome, born Dec.
28. Teshome is executive director
of budget and support services at
Bridgewater College. The family lives in
Bridgewater, Va.

KENNETH and CARMELLA DAVIS
WILLIAMS, '93, have a new son, Jef

frey Robert, born Nov. 16. Kenneth Is
employed with First Citizens Bank and
Carmella is a certified paralegal with

named a partner in the accounting
firm of Kruggel, La wton 8. Company,
LLC. A certified public accountant,
he specializes in tax compliance and
consulting serv1Ces for closely-held
businesses and their owners. He and

Alan Sweet
ALAN SWEETofStuarts Draft, Va.,
was named executive vice president

the law firm ofYounce and Vtipil. The
family, which also includes a daughter,

of Frontier Community Bank. He has
served as senIor vIce president of
commercial lending for beth Planters
Bank 8. Trust Company and The First

lives in Clayton, N.C.

Bank and Trust Company. He has

1990

completed post-graduate work at the
Virginia Bankers Association of Bank

DR. STEPHANIE BISE MARSHALL

and Patrick have a daughter, Jac
queline Rae, bcrn Dec. 5. The family,
which also includes two sons, lives in
Chicago.

1991

TIM NICELY is the new director of
human resources at Blue Ridge Com
munity College in W eyers Cave, Va. He
previously was a training coordina
tor for the Virginia Department of
Transportation's Staunton Distnct.
He is pursuing a master's degree in
occupational and technical education
fromOld Dominion University. He and
his wife, Becky, live in Grottoes, Va.,
with their son Austin.

DANIEL M. RODGERS was a finalist
in the Tri-State Portrait Competition
held in conjunction with the Portrait
Society of America's fall Portrait Acad
emy. Rodgers' portrait, "Benjamin
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CARMELLA DAVIS WILLIAMS (see
Kenneth Williams, '89).

So1ourner Christian Church I Disciples
of Christ), a congregation in formation
in the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) in the U.S. and Canada.

1989

in her ninth year as a special educa
tion resource teacher at Harrisonburg
High School. The family lives In Har
risonburg, Va.

Management and Amencan Bankers
Association Graduate School of Bank
ing. He has served on the beard of
directors for the Stuarts Draft Business
Association, Greater Augusta Regional
Chamber of Commerce, American
Heart Association, American Red Cross
and Stuarts Draft Crime Prevention
Association.

1992

BRIDGET RITTER BURNS and Darren
have a son, William Henry, born May

6, 2006. The family lives in Annapolis,
Md.

1993

STEPHEN D. and KELLI MILLER
NICHOLS have a son, Maddox Nichols,

his wife, CHELSEA YODER VARNER,
also '94, live in Goshen, Ind., with their
three children.

1995

AMANDA BROOKS CURRY and John

Wilson Graziano were marriedOct.
7. Amanda earned a master's degree
frorn James Madison University and
teaches in the Chesterfield County
Public School System. The couple lives
in Richmond, Va.

JEFF DEAVERS of Port Republic, Va.,
has been certified for Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design by
the U.S. Green Building Council. LEED
is the nationally accepted benchmark
for design, construction and operation
of buildings that are environmentally
responsible, profitable and healthy
for occupants. An estimator for
Nielsen Builders Inc., he has worked

STACY AUKER JOYCE and Brian have
a son, Caleb Parke, born July 14, 2006.
The family lives in Martinsville, Va.

SHANNON CHILDRESS MCFEARIN
and Michael have a daughter, Alexan
dra Elizabeth, bcrn Aug. 19. The family
lives in Richmond, Va.

ADAM ELIHU MIZER and Allison
Mclaurin Graham were marned Nov.
11. Adam is a special projects manager
for R.R. Donnelly. The couple lives in
Broadway, Va.

BEN and ANGELA YOHE SPOTTS
have their second child, a son, Brady
William, born Jan. 18. Ben is assistant
baseball coach and NCAA compliance
coordinator a t Bridgewater College.
The family lives in Verona, Va.

RACHEL SHIPE WHETZEL and Rick
have an adopted daughter, Jadyn
Carter, bcrn April 27, 2005. Rachel was
pre sent at her birth, and continues to
teach first grade at East Hardy Early
Middle School. She earned a master's
degree In reading from Marshall Uni
versity in December 2005. The family
lives in Mathias, W.Va.

1998

JOANNE HARRIS, director of African
American and multicultural affairs
at Mary Baldwin College, has written
a play, "All Grown Up," which was
performed by the Kuumba Players at
Mary Baldwin.

TIM and BRENNA FAWLEY LAYNE
have their first child, a son, Finn
David, bcrn Jan. 29. The family lives in
Staunton, Va.

RYAN SHIRKEY MIRACLE and

on pro1ects for Rockingham Memorial
Hospital, James Madison University
and Virginia Military Institute.

Molly Miracle have a daughter, Audrey
Celeste, bcrn Jan. 20. The family lives
in Crozet, Va.

1997

CLARK and AMANDA CALHOUN
RITCHIE, '99, have their first child,

DRS. HOLLY ABERNETHY and Man
ish Pandya have a daughter, Ashby
Catherine Pandya, born Dec. 9. Holly

bcrn Aug. 16, 2005. Stephen is direc
tor of sales and marketing for Great

has a medical practice in Fannington,
N.M., where the family lives.

Eastern Resort Corp. The family lives In
Elkton, Va.

ASHLEY BAIR HILL and DR. JUSTIN
HILL, '01, have a son, Tyler Grant,
born Nov. 2. The family, which

Romney Clark, born Oct. 28. Clark
graduated from West Virginia Univer
sity College of Law in 2005 and 1s an
assistant commonwealth's attorney
for Rockingham County. Arnanda
received an M.A. degree in English
in 2003 and works for the Northwest
D1stnctOff1ce of Virg1n1a Cooperative
Extension. The family lives in Broad
way, Va.

► ► class notes
1999
MANDI FULK GLENDVE and
Todd have a son. Hayden
Todd. born Jan. 7. The family.
which also includes a daugh
ter. lives in Bridgewater.Va.
AMANDA CALHOUN
RITCHIE (see Clark Ritchie.
'98).
JOY ELIZABETH YODER and
Michael Allen Stultz were
married Sept. 23. joy earned
a rnaster of arts degree frorn
the University ofVirginia. She
Is grants rnanager and evalu
ator for the Central Shenan
doah Office on Youth in
Waynesboro. Va. The couple
lives in Harrisonburg.Va.

2000

Susan E Cobb. jaque Green Bradford. Linda Rory Stout. Linda Ikenberry Shiotan \
Gladys Gibble Mason, Shirley BowmanJamison. Sandra M. Chase. Lindy Holland Sacand row: Sarah Garber Foltz. Barbara Anne
Marshall Burch Nancy Rittenhouse. Teddy Ebe! Carter; Constance Knight Gilmer, Sharyn DelauterW1chaef.Jean KingsburyJacobs.
JackieWells Spicer Thrd row: Dean A. Carter,}. MKhaelJacobs. Edward F Arnett. Vincent B. Gilmer; Dean Wcber, James A. Hawley, Ill

ANGELA WHEELER BAINTER and
Patrick have a daughter. Julie Grace.
born May 25.2006. The family lives in
Richmond.Va.
NICK and KATE BLANEY BRAVO,
'01. have a son. Cole Rittenhouse. born
April 11. 2006. Nick Is an occupational
thera pIst for theVeterans Administra
tion and Kate is a part-time preschool
teacher. The family lives in Havre de
Grace. Md.
REBECCA MAULO HOUSE (see
Daniel House. '01).
ASHLEIGH ELIZABETH SECRIST
and Travis Lee Fulk were married June
2�. 2006. Ashleigh works at BB&T
- Shomo and Lineweaver in Harrison
burg.Va .. where the couple lives.
LAVAUN STROOP JANNEY and
James have a daughter. Ayla Bneann.
born Dec. 18. The couple own and
operate Janney Holsteins. a regis
tered Holstein dairy operation near
Staunton. Va.

2001

JUSTIN LEE ALTICE and Mary Mar
cella Kingery were married Oct. 1�.
Justin is employed by Franklin County
Public Schools. The couple lives in
Rocky Mount. Va.
KATE BLANEY BRAVO (see Nick
Bravo. '00).

DR. JUSTIN HILL (see Ashley Bair
Hill. '97 ).

Flynn. Lowen and Co. in Roanoke.Va.
The family lives in Salem. Va.

testing for ProChem Analytical. The
couple lives in Salem. Va.

DANIEL HOUSE began serving as
pastor of GladeValley Church of the
Brethren on June 1. 2006. He and his
wife. REBECCA MAULO HOUSE, '00.
live In Walkersville. Md.

2003

HELEN MARIE PITSENBARGER and
Shaun Allen Wetzel were marned Oct.
28. Helen is a loan operations associ
ate forVirginia Financial Group Inc. The
couple lives in Churchville.Va.

TIMOTHY HURST LEACH and
Courtney, have a daughter. Chloe Me
lissa. born May 1. 2006. T1rn teaches
students with severe and profound
handicaps and is a trackand football
coach at Spotswood High School. The
family lives in McGaheysville.Va.
AMANDA RIGGLEMAN
MARSHALL and Wesley have a son.
James Wyatt. born Aug.15.2005.
Amanda is a family and consumer
soences teacher at Kate Collins Middle
School in Waynesboro. Va. The family
lives in Weyers Cave. Va.
BRIAN G. REINHARD and Jill A.
Simoneau were married Aug. 5. Brian
works for Bristol-Myers Squibb. The
couple lives in Pansh. N.Y.

SALLY RENEA MCGRATH and Jona
than Scott Fitzgerald were rnarned
June 2�. Sally is pursuing a master's
degree in education and is employed
by Spectrum P hysical Therapy. The
couple lives In Waynesboro.Va.

2006

2004

ELISA ANDERSON of Richmond.Va..
is pursuing a master's degree in family
health atVirginia Commonwealth
University's School of Nursing.
CARRIE LYNN SHEFFER and Daniel
Wayne Riddle were married Oct. 26.
Carrie is a brokers· assistant at ERA
Kline and May Realty. The couple lives
in Bridgewater. Va.

BECKY WETZEL REYNOLDS and Joey
have a son. Joseph Michael Ill "Trey:
born April 20.2006. Becky teaches
second grade in Shenandoah County.
The family lives in W oodstock.Va.

ALLISON PAIGE TOOLEY and
Barnaby McBnde Quick were married
June 21. 2006. Allison is an elementary
teacher at Cassell Elementary School
in Augusta County. The couple lives in
Waynesboro.Va.

2002

2005

JENNIFER PEERY HICKLIN and Dar
rell have a son. Ty Michael. born Jan.
12. Jennifer is an accountant at Foti.

THOMAS W. CROSBY of Bndgewa
ter.Va.• has been appointed pastor of
the West Augusta United Methodist
Ch urch. For the past five summers. he
has wor ked at Camp Overlook. He is
currently attending Eastern Mennonite
Seminary.
ASHLIE DAWN DOVEL and Stephen
Lewis Smith 11 were married Aug. 12.
Ashlie works for Rockingham Group
Insurance. The couple lives in Shenan
doah.Va.

2007

LISA RENEE CLICK and Joshua O'Neil
Shifflett were married July 15. Lisa
works at Bridgewater Retirement
Community. The couple lives in Har
risonburg.Va.

FALLON FANT and CHRISTIAN
VATES were married Dec. 16. Fallon
owns a personal training business
and Christian does environmental
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MEMORIALS
S. RUTH WINE OGDEN, '34, of La
V erne, Calif., died Dec. 16, at the age
of 9�.
BESSIE M. HUFFMAN STRICKLER,
'36, of Roanoke, Va., died Feb. 27,
at the age of 95.She owned and
operated Strickler Funeral Home
with her husband, the late STANLEY
STRICKLER, '31. She gave private
piano lessons and served as choir
director and organist at Trinity
Lutheran Church in Pulaski, Va., for
25 years. In 1990, she was named
Hometown Hero and Friendship
Manor named her its 1997Volunteer
of the Year She was a member of
Williamson Road Church of the
Brethren.

LUTHER C. "IKE" IKENBERRY, '37,
of Middletown, Ohio,died Feb. 12, at
the age of 90. After teaching brology
inVirginia for two years, he earned an
M.S. degree in chemistry from Virginia
Tech. Following graduation, he joined
ArmcoSteel Corporation as a chemist.
He remained with the company for
�2 years, retiring in 1982 as a senior
research chemist. During his career,
he earned many awards, including
the prestigious Lundell-Bright Award
presented by the American Society for
Testing and Matenals (ASTM) for out
standing work in analytical chemistry.
He also received the Award of Merit
and honorary title of Fellow from
(ASTM) as well. He served as chair of
the Committee on Chemical Analysis of
F errous Metals from 1971 to 1977 and
was honored as a SO-year member of
the American Chemical Society. In re
tirement, he volunteered for 20 years
with Meals on Wheels. He served as
a deacon for the First Presbyterian
Church. He is survived by his wife of 63
years Jeanette. Also among his survi
vors is a sister, HATTIE IKENBERRY
DIVERS, '41, ofRocky Mount, Va.

CRACE BOWMAN KOONS, '39,
of Gettysburg, Pa., died Dec. 10, at
the age of 89. She earned a master's
degree frorn Teacher's College at
Columbia University in New York City.
She taught high school, served as the
director of Christian Education and or
ganist at Hagerstown (Md.) Church of
the Brethren. She also was a counselor
to nursing students at theVirginia
Baptist Hospital School of Nursing in
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Lynchburg, Va. Shers survived by her
husband, Robert. Also among her
survivors is a brother, DR. PAUL H.
BOWMAN, '34, of Lenexa, Kan., and
a sister, REBECCA GENE JOHNSON,
'45, of Durham, N.C.

RUTH FINKS FITZWATER, '43, of
Broadway, Va., died Jan. �, at the age
of 85.She was a reading teacher's
aide at Fulks Run ElementarySchool
from 1971 until 1991. A member of
Timberville Church of the Brethren, she
served as a life deacon and served on
numerous committees.

MARGARET EARLY WINE, '45, of
MountSidney, Va., died Dec. 20, at
the age of 83. She was a secretary at
MountSidney and Verona Elementary
schools before retiring in 1988. She
was a member of Lebanon Church of
the Brethren.She and her husband,
RALPH E. WINE, '44, were active
in the Palms Estates community in
Lorida, Fla., where they spent winters.
THELMA PRICEL CONNELL, '47,
of Glen Arm, Md., died Dec. 27, after
a long battle with cancer Among
her survivors is a sister, DOROTHY
PRICEL JAMISON, '44, of Glenville,
W.Va.

DR. DANIEL B. SUTER, '47, of Har
risonburg, Va., died Dec. 2�, at the age
of 86. He earned a Ph.D. in neuro
anatomy from the Medical College of
Virginia. He Joined the science faculty
of Eastern Mennonite University in
19�8 and eventually became chair of
the department. He retired in 1985 as
professor emeritus. The Dr. Daniel B.
Suter Endowed Biology Chair was es
tablished in his honor in 1986 and the
SuterScience Center was named for
him in recognition of his leadership
in the development of the school's
science/pre -medical program, which
had an acceptance rate of more than
85 percent into medical, dental and
veterinary schools. He was named
"Doctor of the Year" in 1985 by the
Mennonite Medical Association and
the Mennonrte Nurses Association. An
ordained ministerrn the Mennonite
church, he served the congregations
of Gospel Hill and Weavers. He served
as secretary ofVirginia Mennonite
Board of Missions, and as a member
of the Board of Directors of both

Mennonite Broadcasts and Virginia
Mennonite Retirement Community.

WINIFRED E. "WIN" BECKNER, '48,
of Mebane, N.C., died Dec. 30, after
several years of declining health. He
was 79. Following graduation from BC,
he worked as a chemist at American
Viscos Corp. in Roanoke, Va., until the
plant closed. Moving to Winchester,
Va., he was head of the Quality Control
Department at O'SullivanRubber Com
pany. Approached by Corning Glass
Works in Martinsburg, W.Va.,he was
promoted torts plant in Corning, N.Y.,
where he was involved In all aspects of
the space program. In 1997, he moved
to Durham, N.C., where he owned and
operated three paint and decorating
centers. While living in Winchester, he
founded the WinchesterVolunteerRes
cue Squad. He was a member of the
First Presbyterian Church in Mebane.
An avid Studebaker enthusiast and
collector, he also enJoyed traveling.
He is survived by his wife of 58 years,
BETTY KLINE BECKNER, '51 Also
among his survivors is a son,STEVEN
K. BECKNER, '73, of Mebane, and
a daughter, TAMYRA BECKNER
ROSEN, '75, of Mount Crawford, Va.
DR. DAVID M. BRILLHART, '48,
of Abingd on, Va., died Feb. 7. He
served as an infantry scout in the
European Theater during World War
II. He earned a medical degree from
the Medical College ofVirginia. As
a general practitioner, his medical
career spanned 35 years before his
retirement in 1990. In the 1970s, he
helped transform the about-to-be
abandoned Norfolk and Western rail
line between Abingdon and White Top
Station into a recreational trail which
eventually became theVirginia Creep
er Trail. He was a member ofSinking
Spring Presbyterian Church, where he
sang in the choir for many years. He is
survived by his wife Charlotte.

JAMES ORVILLE BOWMAN, '49,
of Nokomis, Fla., died Aug. 6, at the
age of 78. He retired in 1991 from
the Fairfax (Va.) County Department
of Health where he was director of
environmental health. He Is survived
by hrs wife Catherine.

FRANKY. CALDWELL JR., '49,of
BerkeleySpnngs, W.Va., died July 29,
2006, at the age of 78.
THE REV. CARROLL C.
GOODRIDGE, '49, of Bridgewater,
Va., died Dec. �,at the age of 80.
He earned a bachelor of sacred
theology degree from the Westminster
Theological Seminary and a master
of sacred theology from the Wesley
Theological Seminary. He served
many ministerial appointments,
including Blue Ridge Charge, Loudoun
Charge, Kernstown, Highland Park,
Richmond, Middlebury, Aldersgate in
Charlottesville, Crozet, Bridgewater
and Ottobine. He held services at
the Colonnades in Charlottesville
and the Hermitage in Richmond.
He preached at the Coolidge Church
in Plymouth, Vt., every summer for
20 years. He also taught at Eastern
MennoniteSeminary and volunteered
at BndgewaterRetirementVillage. He
is survived by his wife Nina Mae.

BETTY BURKHOLDER REEVES, '51,
of Leesburg, Va., died Jan. 8, at the age
of 80.She taught band and chorus
at several public schools and gave
private piano lessons until retiring
in 1986 after more than 20 years of
teaching. A member of Leesburg
United Methodist Church,she served
as music director, directing three
choirs and played the organ for many
years. She helped start the handbell
choir and was in charge of the church's
fall festival.

WILLIAM H. REID, '51, of Staunton,
Va., died Nov. 17, at the age of 85. He
worked as a church news reporter
for many years, and was particularly
interested In the problems associated
with the modern penal system. He
was a member of Marquis Memorial
United Methodist Church.
DR. EVERETT C. BECKMAN, '52, of
Tallahassee, Fla.,died Oct. 25, at the
age of 82. He earned a Ph.D. and was
a professor of philosophy and religion.
This was followed by administrative
experience, which, in turn, led to
serving as the principal investigator
for several research and planning
projects related to post-secondary
education and manpower His writ
ings were published in newspapers,
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professional Journals and sponsored

Air Force in Japan and Korea from

he graduated from MadisonCollege

working �O years with theState of

published research planning reports.
He owned the Gladstone of Tallahas
see since 1993.

1952 to 1956. He retired from Merck
&Company after 15years and was
a self-employed farmer He was a
member of McGaheysville United
Methodist Church. He is survived
by his wife, the former ELLEN

(now James Madison University) and

Virginia. In retirement, he was a book
keeper for several businesses and did
volunteer work. Along with his wife,
he operated a booth in theStuarts
Draft A ntique Mall. An active member
ofStuarts Draft BaptistChurch, he

THE REV. FREDERICK A. DRIVER,
'52. of Blue Ridge, Va., died Dec. 13,
at the age of 75. He was a graduate
of BethanySeminary in Chicago
and attended MassanettaSplings
BibleConference for more than 60
years. His ministries included Faith

PATTERSON,

'75. Also among
his survivors is a son, VERNON
FUNKHOUSER, '84, ofWanrenton, Va.

THE REV. DELBERT 0. HANLIN,

did post graduate work in voice at
JulliardSchool of Music in New York
City. He began his business career
by opening Buddy'sCityService, a
service station in Harrisonburg, Va.,
which he operated until opening
Buddy'sCarpetland in 1957. He owned
Bud-Doi Terrace Apartments and
Bud-Doi Terrace commercial rental
properties. As a professional singer,
he performed for many civic affairs,

PresbyterianChurch inChicago,
and the followingChurches of the

'52, of Leesburg, Ind., died Feb. 18,
at the age of 81. He was a graduate

Brethren: Buckeye in Abilene, Kan.,
Dunnings Creek and Spring Run
In Pennsylvania, and Middle River,
Peters Creek and Germantown Brick
in V irginia. In retirement, he enJoyed
gardening and using his John Deere

of Bethany Theological Seminary
and Kent State University. He was a
member of the Brethren Church and
a retired Brethren minister He also
was a forest ranger and a brakeman
for the B&B Railroad. He served as

Fallston, Md., died Dec. 5, from com

tractor. He is survived by his wife of
5� years, ANNA MAY DRIVER, '55.
Also among his survivors are two

president of the Louisville (Ohio) Min
isteriaI Association and as pres1dent of
Fulton County Migrant Association. He
also was a counselor with youth and

plications to the heart. She is survived
by her husbandWilson.

daughters.ANNETTE D. TAYLOR,
'77, of Daleville, Va., and LANAE D.
GILLESPIE, '82, of Vinton, Va.; and
a sister, MARY D. COOK, '54. of
Roanoke, Va.

ROBERT A. FUNKHOUSER,

'52,

of McGaheysville, Va., died Jan. 7, at
the age of 76. He served in the U.S.

adults on Skid Row In Chicago. Among
his survivors is a daughter, CAROL

HANLIN, '77. of Leesburg, Ind.

W. RAYMOND "BUDDY"
SHOWALTER JR., '54, of Keezletown,
Va., died March 10, at the age of 78.
After attending BlidgewaterCollege,
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weddings, funerals, and was at one
time the cantor for Temple Beth El.
He Is survived by Dons, his wife of 52
years.

former Betty LeeCarter, and is sur
vived by his second wife, the former
Betty Zane (Kennedy).

JOHN RANDOLPH "RANDY"
SCOTT, '65, ofWoodbridge, Va., died
on Feb. 8. He retired from the Fairfax
County PublicSchools after 3� years.
He was an avid skier and professional
ski instructor. He also was active in

ELIZABETH KOLLER SCARFF, '57, of

the American Rose Society, Potomac
RoseSociety, Arlington Rose Founda
tion, as a consulting rosarian, Judge
and past president. He is survived by
his wifeSusan.

DOUGLAS W. PENCE,

'58, of
Fishersville, Va., died Feb. 8, after a
lengthy and courageous battle with
Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease.
He was 7 7. He served four years as
a staff sergeant in the Air Force and
was stationed in Japan. He retired
as business administrator from Blue
RidgeCommunityCollege in 1989 after
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served as deacon for several terms
and on various committees. He was
preceded in death by his first wife, the
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Spring Creek Marker
Dedicated

ABOVE LEFT: Trustees,

site of the Spring Creek Normal School and Collegiate Institute.

faculty, staff and friends
of Bridgewater College
gather atSpring Creek on
Founder's Day, 1981, for the
dedication of a historical
marker designating the site
of theSpring Creek Normal
School and Collegiate
Institute.

The marker was dedicated in a ceremony in which Violet Siron

ABOVE RIGHT: Violet

0

n Founder's Day in 1981, trustees, faculty, staff and
friends of Bridgewater College gathered at Spring Creek
for the dedication of a historical marker designating the

Cox, chairwoman of the Bridgewater College Centennial Commit
tee and a member of the Board of Trustees, spoke of the College's
beginnings at Spring Creek and of the efforts of the Centennial
Committee to appropriately mark the site.
BC President Wayne F. Geisert and Board of Trustees Chair
man Garland F. Miller spoke about the growth of the College from
humble beginnings in a rented store building to the present campus,
with even greater promise for the future.
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◄

CC

5. Cox speaks at the

dedication while Carland
Miller, board member,
and BC President Wayne F.
Ceisert look on.
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